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The Clemson College Cinema
Guild, now in its second year,
will present another series of films
during the coming semester. The
films, eight in number, will all be
English-language productions; one
of them is an American-produced
picture and the rest are British.
There will be two showings of
each film, one at 3:00 and one at
8:00 p. m., which will be held in
the new chemistry auditorium.
Season tickets, good for all eight
shows and priced at $2.50, are
available from Blue Key members
or may be purchased at the do&T.
No single tickets may be obtained,
but there are available tickets good
for only four shows and priced at
$1.50.
The Cinema Guild wishes to
call attention to an error in the
dates of the last two movies as
printed on the tickets and posters. The last two films are to
Dr. M. D. Farrar, head of the entomology and
ceived by the college. Containing nearly 1500
be shown on May 10 and May
zoology department at Clemson College, exdifferent species of eggs, it was willed to
24, not June 10 and June 24.
amines some of the bird eggs in the Harllee
Clemson by the late Harry Lee Harllee of
A complete schedule of the
collection, one of the most valuable scientific
Florence, South Carolina, who spent a lifetime
collections of its kind in existence, recently redeveloping it. (Photo by Jack Trimmier.)
movies, together with a brief summary of each follows
February 15—THE BANK DICKj
(American) with W. C. Fields and
Una Merkle. One of the screen's
classic comic masterpieces, in
which a tippling bank guard almost becomes a criminal—until
accidental capture | of a bandit
makes him a hero instead.
One of the most extensive zoological—bird egg—colFebruary 22 — MADELEINE
(British) with Ann Todd and Nor- lections in the world has justh been received by the enman Woodland. Madeeleine Smith
tomology and zoology department of Clemson College
is arrested on charge of having
where
it will be of great scientific value in research and
murdered her secret lover while
engaged to another man. Brought advanced study.
to trial, her strange past is unMade up of 1500 different spe- Collection is one of the most
covered. She lives to 93 protest- cies of bird eggs containing more complete and accurate scientific
ing her innocence to the end.
than 70,000 eggs in all, the col- collections of its kind. A data
March 15 — THE MAGIC lection was willed to the college book—with the collection—has
BOW (British) with Stewart by the late Harry Lee Harllee of a separate page devoted to each
Granger. This film biography Florence, South Carolina, who species recording the date, place
Roger Milliken. Cha-rman of the
of the great violinist Pagannini started it when he was a boy of and finder of each individual egg
Board of Trustees of the Institute
pictures his rise from humble fourteen and made it a lifetime along with other information
of. Textile Technology, today anbeginnings, in a small Italian hobby until his death last year. In valuable to the scientist delving
nounced the election of Dr. L. H.
town, to a climatic appearance developing this collection Harllee into the theories of bird. life.
Hance as the Executive Vice-Presbefore the pope.
traveled all over the United States,
While Clemson zoologists have ident of the Institute effective imMarch 22 — TAWNY PIPIT Canada and South America and
no idea of the monetary value of mediately and as President-Elect
(British) with Rosamund John traded by mail with collectors all
the whole collection, they place to succeed Dr. J. L. Vaughan who
and Bernard Miles. This charm- over the world.
values from a few cents to a hun- has been on leave of absence for
ing and witty satire on rural BritAccording to Dr. M. D. Farrar, dred dollars on individual eggs. the past two years from the Uniish life places a pair of rare little head of the entomology and zoThe specimens range in size from versity of Virginia and will resume
birds in the center of a malestrom ology, department, the Harlee
the 3/16 inch, diameter humming his duties there on September 1.
of stuffy scientists and pompous
Born in Lancaster, South Carobird egg to the 41i inch ostrich
politicians.
egg. The majority of the species lina, Dr. Hance has had textile exApril 12 — A RUN FOR YOUR
in the collection are native to the perience in mills and has been edMONEY (British) with Alec Gui-1
western hemisphere, but other ucated in textile institutions. He
. iess. What happens when two
parts of the world are represented. was graduated from Clemson ColWelsh miners win a free trip to!
Although the eggs themselves lege with high honors and became
London and immediately become j
are
beautiful works of nature with a member of the faculty of his
involved with underworld charac-i
wide color ranges and combina- alma mater.
ters, a street musician and—Alec:
Later he attended the Institute
competition tions and will be available for
Guinness? They lose their way,'
their innocence and their cash but open to architectural students at £*^**'**»*« dat*> Dr' *arrarf of Textile Technology, receiving
spend one great day of adventure Clemson has just been announced- stressed that the scientific value of both the M. S. and Ph. D. degrees.
the collection far outweighs its
seeing life in London.
by the Tile.. Council of America,
UPON COMPLETION of his
April 26—PRELUDE TO FAME in cooperation with the Beaux- exhibition value.
graduate training, he was ap(British) with Guy Rolfe and Arts Institute of Design.
pointed to the staff of the InstiKatheleen Ryan. Based on a story
The contest calls for the design
tute of Textile Technology as a
by Aldous Huxley, Guido, a gifted
of a tropical resort hotel. Special
Research Associate. He then was
Italian peasant boy, nses to fame
attention is to be given in the
appointed Chairman of the Comin the music world; finds himself
plan to the use of clay tile, a mamittee on Academic Studies and
a prisoner of Signora Bondini, his
terial which is not damaged by
recently Assistant Technical Dipatroness. With the help of an
moisture, insect or heat condirector.
English philosopher and the Sigtions and which is therefore pracnora's husband, Guido is reunited
During World War II, Dr. Hance
Eleven parishes in the Diocese of
tical in any climate.
with his family and suicide preCharleston will send representa- served for thirty-four months in
the Infantry, rising from private
vented.
EDWARD D. STONE, architect tives to the Court of Mardi Gras
May 10—THE ASTONISHED
to the rank of captain.
for the Hotel El Panama in Pan- on Friday evening, February 13,
HEART (British) with Noel
when
the
Knights
of
Columbus,
He is a member of Phi Kappa
Coward, Joyce Carey, and CeUa ama City and the Hotel San Sal
vador
Salvador, CentralI ?rfnvj£e Council No- 1668- holds Phi, holder of the Norris Medal
Johnson. A middle-aged mar- America, prepared the problem.
lts
twenty-third annual pie-Lenten for distinguished scholarship at
ried man finds himself falling
S0Clal
Clemson College, Phi Psi. Alpha
Students
competing
through
In love with another woman.
Phi Omega, Phi Eta Sigma, and
Clemson
will
be
eligible
for
both
|
George
A.
Francis,
general
Each of the three people inthe Tiger Brotherhood.
volved attempts to reason the a local prize of S25 and the na-( chairman of the 1953 event, anDr. Hance is also well known
tional
award
of
SI00.
The
connounced
recently
that
represenproblem but to no avail. Docamong educators, being a member
test
closes
April
10
and
will
be
tatives
to
take
part
in
the
festitor Christian Faber (Noel Cowvities will come from ''Clemson, of the National Council of Textile
ard) decides between the two judged May 2.
The Beaux-Arts Institute of Donaldson Air Force Base, the new School Deans, Conference of Deans
women.
of Southern Graduate Schools, and
May 24 — DEAR MURDERER Design is an educational organi- Holy Rosary Parish of Greenville, the American Society for EngiFlorence,
Dillon,
North
Augusta,
zation
for
the
encouragement
of
(British) with Eric Portman anti
neering Education.
Greta Gynt. The flirtations of a high standards in the study of Anderson, and Spartanburg.
He is active in church work
allied
faithless wife which drives her architectural design and
Clemson
representatives are
and is now serving on the Board
husband to murder, provides a arts throughout the United Miss Bobbie Feeley and John
of Deacons of the University
thrilling story of love, hate, and States. Additional information on Francis Devaney, Jr. Miss Feeley,
the contest can be obtained by who will represent the "Sweet- Baptist Church.
sudden death.
writing the Institute at 115 East heart of Sigma Chi" in the pageant,
40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
is a member of St. Andrew's
NOTICE
Church and a freshman, at the WoThe Block and Bridle Club
man's College of Furman. Devaney will sponsor a barbecue before
is a freshman majoring in archi- the bull sale to be held Februtecture at Clemson.
ary 27.
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Religious Emphasis Week
Will End Here Tomorrow
Spears And Maguire
Make Final Talks
* Religious Emphasis Week swings into its final day tomorrow with the final meeting of the Catholic and Protestant convocations and a Baptist convocation tomorrow
night.
The Rev. R. Wright Spears,
President of Columbia College and
speaker for the Protestant convocations, will finish his series of
talks with the topics, "His Presence
Speaks." The convocations are
held in the College Chapel.
Father James Maguire, director
of the Newman Foundation at
Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan, and speaker of the Catholic
Convocations held in the small
auditorium of the chemistry building, will talk on "The Notion of
the Supernatural."
Tomorrow night the local Baptist Church is sponsoring a student

Philadelphia
Orchestra to
Give Concert
The Philadelphia Orchestra, under the direction of Eugene Ormandy, will present the fifth concert of the Clemson College Concert Series in the Field House,
February 20, at 8 o'clock.
The orchestra,
opening its
fifty-third season, has a proud and
long history. It stems from a
small orchestral group among the
founders of which was Benjamin
Franklin. This gr-oup gave the
first public concert in Philadelphia in 1757. Thus was born a
great tradition which culminated
in 1900 in the formation of a
permanent group of professional
musicians, The Philadelphia Orchestra.
During the period since its
permanent formation, the orchestra has been led by only four regular conductors. This fact may
be significant with respect to the
orchestra's continuity of success
and the dynamic vitality which has
always characterized it.
IT HAS ALSO been characteristic of the Philadelphia Orchestra
that ever since its founding, it has
been considered as an instrument
for community service—not only
to its own community, but to the
nation. This influence was brought
to bear on the very first concerts
which gave impetus to the present
permanent musical organization.
The first conductor for the organized group was a German musician named Fritz Scheel. The
orchestra enjoyed an increase in
public interest while under his direction. At Scheel's death, Carl
Pohlig was named to succeed him
and continued as conductor for five
years.
The orchestra, approaching its
thirteenth season, was solidly established hi fundamentals and
rapidly developing in virtuosity.
The moment had come for dynamic and adventurous leadership; and
such leadership was achieved with
the appointment of Leopold Stokowski, brilliant British-born organist and conductor. Under his
guidance, his imagination and bold
musical enterprise, the orchestra
entered a period and reached a
peak of development the like of
which had probably never occurred before in the history of orchestral music. This development
never ceased in all Stokowski's
twjenty-eight seasons as conductor
and it has not ceased to this day.

AFTER 1926, Mr. Stokowski's
expanding and varied interests
made necessary the engagement of
| numerous guest conductors, and
Thursday, February 19, is the!
jhis appearances became more and
last day on which students may I Carroll A. Gibson, president of
i more rare.
add courses to their programs: Phi Epsilon Sigma, national his-1
In 1936, Eugene Ormandy, now
for the second semester.
Stu- tory fraternity, announced recent-j
conductor and jnusic director of
dents who still have to make pro-i ly that the organization would bethe orchestra, was appointed cogram adjustments involving the: gin to hold meetings in the early
addition of courses should re- part of this semester to _ try t«' Clemson students considering' piled by specialists in personnel j conductor. He had already
port immediately to Room 19,; boost membership and attendance, j advertising careers have been in- testing and a group of tests of ( achieved marked success as a
Main Building to
secure add Plans include encouraging eligible vited to take an examination spon practical knowledge developed by | guest, and was firmly established
in the estimate of Philadelphia
cards.
students to be present at the meet- sored by the American Association advertising agency executives.
audiences.
The addition of courses must ings and sponsoring club projects. of Advertising Agencies.
"Through these tests, the relaUnder Ormandy the constant
be approved by the student's
Jim Henderson of the Hender- tively inexperienced person can
Phi Epsilon Sigma is an orclass adviser and the card reganization to promote better un-* son Advertising Agency in Green- see how his abilities compare with technical improvement, the magturned to Room 19, by 4:30 p.
derstanding of present-day his- ville,, which is administering the those of more than 4,500 people nificent and sometimes daring
m., February 19.
tory and to relate current events exam, is holding several of the now employed in advertising. In program-making, the distinctive
Students may continue to drop to the history of the past. Mem- tests for Clemson students who this way we hope to encourage qualities of tonal ' beauty and
courses without penalty through bership is open to majors and might be interested. Mr. Hender- and guide people who shpw prom- power, have never ceased to move
the first four weeks of classes minors in history of junior or son has also reduced the cost of ise for advertising and save others forward, and it is safe to say that
ending on Thursday, March 5. A senior standing.
the examination from $20 to $5 for from months, perhaps years, in the the Philadelphia Orchestra today
stands higher in prestige and popucourse dropped after the first
Officers of the club are Carroll Clemson students taking the test. wrong work."
larity than at any period in its
four weeks of classes is recorded Gibson, president; William Ander"The examination is given anClemson seniors interested in history.
as "Withdrew Passing" or "With- son, vice-president; and John nually throughout the country to
taking the examination should
Its American and European
drew Failing" depending upon Gregg, secretary and treasurer. attract high calibre young people
contact Prof. John D. Lane in tours, its recordings and broadthe student's grade in the course Club adviser is Mr. C. L. Epting, a to advertising," Mr. Henderson
at the time the subject is drop member of the School of Arts and said. "It provides a series of ap- Room 21, Main Building, imme- casts, have brought its music to
THIS YEAR'S Religious Emphaped.
Sciences.
' titude -temperament tests com- diately.

Advertising
At Lower Rates

12,

every part of the world, and have
made it a vital force in the cultural history of our country during the last half-century,
convocation to be held at the Baptist Church at 7:30. The Rev. Mr.
Harold Cole will speak.
sis Week was opened Tuesday
morning with Catholic's daily
mass, 'observed at 6:30 and 7:30
a. m. at St. Andrew's Church, and
the Protestant's morning watch
held in the Barracks Chapel.
The first of the daily convocation, for Protestants and Catholics
was held at 11:00 Tuesday.
Barracks forums were conducted each night on the company
halls by members of the Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish faiths
from throughout the state. These
leaders also held personal counselling in the Barracks Chapel
each day.
On Tuesday night a dinner
meeting for the faculty and men
of the community was held at the
Methodist Church. Also on Tuesday night a conference for the fo
rum leaders and a forum for the
"Y" Cabinet and Councils were
held.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, church
night, each of the student religious
groups held meetings at their re
spective churches.
The WesleyFoundation,
Methodist student
group, held a supper in the social
hall of the church. The Baptist
Student Union held their annual
Single Students Supper, while the
Episcopal and Lutheran students
also held suppers.
The Presbyterian Student Association, The Newman Club, Catho
lie student organization, and
Hillel-Brandeis, Jewish student organization, ~ held their regular
meetings.
On Thursday night married students suppers were held at the
Episcopal, Methodist, and Baptist
churches.
Forums for the faculty and men
of the community were held in
the Library browsing room on
Wednesday and Thursday nights.
Dr. Francis P. Gaines, Jr., president of Wofford College was leader for these meetings.
FORUM LEADERS participating
in this year's Religious Emphasis
Week are as follows: F. W. Brandt,
pastor of St. Pauls Lutheran
Church in Columbia; M. E. Boozer,
pastor of the Pekins Methodist
Church; S. R. Glenn, pastor of
Trinity Methodist Church in
Greenville; Paul McWhirter, pastor of North Methodist Church; J.
T. Wayland, pastor First Baptist
Church in North Wilksboro, North
Carolina.
Also, J. M. Greer, pastor of
Chesterfield Baptist Church; J. M.
Harbin, pastor of First Baptist
Church, Taylors; T. R. Fulton, pastor of Eastminster Presbyterian
Church, Columbia; H. G. Wardlaw, pastor of Orangeburg Presbyterian. Church; L. C. Vereen,
pastor of the Methodist Church of
Farmville, North Carolina; A. L.
Tubbs, pastor of Georgetown Presbyterian Church; David Williams,
associate secretary of the Interstate Committee of the YMCA in
North and South Carolina; W. B.
Wade; and Martin Tilson, rector
of Grace Episcopal Church, Anderson. ,
Also, J. W. Cole, rector of St.
Paul's Episcopal Church, Pendleton; F. B. Mayes, pastor of Park
Circle Presbyterian Church, North
Charleston; Ben V. Martin, active
Charlotte layman; and Rabbi Sidney E. Unger, leader of Congregation Beth Ha-Tephila, Asheville,
N. C.

Suirr Assigned
To Armor Section
Captain Thomas N. Suitt, ORC,
of Annapolis, Maryland has been
assigned to the armor section of
the Clemson Military Department.
Captain Suitt came to Clemson
from Ft. Knox, Kentucky where he
recently completed an advance
course in the Armor School.
He graduated from the Ft. Knox
Officers Candidate School, served
in World War II, and was out of
the service for a short time. Since
then he has served approximately
a year in Korea with a tank company of the Seventh Infantry Division.
Capt. and Mrs. Suitt and their
six-year old daughter are living at
2-A N. Palmetto Ave.

Dr. R. Wright Spears (above)
places a point before his listening audience at the Tuesday
morning Protestant convocation
during the current Religious
Emphasis Week. Father James
Maguire (left),
leading
the
Catholic convocations, paused
for a moment to let Tiger Staff
Photographer Jack
Trimmier
snap this close-up. The two
main speakers wind up their
sessions tomorrow morning.

S.A.E. Plans
Field Trip

VISITS CLEMSON
TEXTILE SCHOOL
Dr. John W. S. Hearle, visiting
research scientist from England,
has joined the Clemson School of
Textiles. Here under the Smith
Mundt Act, he will remain until
October, 1953.
Dr. Hearle is here in connection with the experiments on
electrostatic openings and cleaning of cotton now being conducted in the School of Textiles.
A graduate of Crypt School,
Gloucester, Dr. Hearle received his
B; A. degree from St. John's College, Cambridge, and his Ph. D.
from the University of Manchester.
He was on the staff of the textile department of the University
of Manchester, and for two years
was connected with the British
Cotton Industry Research Association. He has done considerable
research on electrical resistance
of textile materials.
y
While at Clemson, Dr. Hearle
will make several lectures pertaining to textiles.

Chemical Engineers
To Have Speakers
Continuing a series of talks by
speakers from various fields of industry, the student chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers will present three lectures during February and March.
February 16, Mr. Douglas
Mayfield of the Esso Standard
Oil Company in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, will present as his
subject, "Problems in a Refinery." Slides of the refinery and
parts of the plant will also be
shown.
March 3, Mr. Hudson of the Taylor-Colquitt Company in Spartanburg will give a lecture on "Vapor
Drying of Wood."
March 18, Dr. Tarbutton of the
Tennessee Valley Authority wil1
present a talk entitled "Flue Gas
as a Source of Sulfur."
These lectures will be held
in room 118 of the new chemistry building at 7 p. m.
All interested students and the
public are invited to attend these
lectures.

The Society of Automotive Engineers, composed of sophomores,
juniors, and seniors in engineering, will have a meeting next
Monday night at the Tiger Tavern,
to discuss plans for a forthcoming field trip to the Lockheed
Aircraft plant in Marietta, Ga.
The trip is planned for February 20.
Refreshments will be served at
the meeting which is scheduled for
6:30 and all students interested in
joining the society are invited to
attend.
The Society was founded September, 1951 and has steadily
increased in size and activity
since its founding. The Society
convers all phrases of transportation, internal combustion engines, and tractors.
The members of the organization
receive the SAE magazine.
Special programs are also being
planned for future meetings. A
talk and discussion on the comparison of European and American sport cars is being planned,
for presentation, in the near future.
The SAE also offers a placement
service which is most efficient for
the benefit of its members. %
Student SAE members are
also entitled to senior membership in the organization without
the expense of the senior initiation fee. Senior members receive such benefits as information regarding - tests on new
equipment and the SAE Specification Handbook.
The officers of the Society here
at Clemson are E. E. Jones, president; C. D. McCowan, secretary;
and Charlie Whitaker, treasurer.

Q. M. Society Holds
Monthly Meeting
The newly formed branch of
Phi Chi Eta, national quartermaster fraternity held its bi-monthly
meeting on Monday, Jan. 9 Plans
were made to help freshman members of the Quartermaster Corps to
become more adept in the performance of their military duties.
Also discussed were plans for a
party during the intermission of
the Military Ball.
C. R. Mabry, president of the
organization, urges all qualified
members of the advanced Quartermaster Corps to join.

Regular Meetinq
Of A.S.M.E. Held
The student branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers held its regular meeting
Tuesday, February 10, in Riggs
Hall. The guest speaker, A. F.
Schildhauer, visiting professor of
Mechanical Engineering, gave a
talk on "Getting a Job."
Following Mr. Schildhauer's talk,
plans were made to attend the
Regional America* Society of Mechanical Engineers in Florida.
The Greenville chapter and the
Clemson Branch of the Society
will hold a joint meeting and banquet at the Clemson House on
March 19.
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Series Of Textile Meetings
Held In Southern States

Characters appearing in the Little Theater production of "The Little Foxes" are left to right:
Gilbert Miller, who will play the part of Os-

car; Maxinee Trively as Birdie; Ann Bond as
Regina Giddens, and Joe Young: as Ben Hubbard. (Staff photo by Jack Tiimmier.

Little Theater
Play Slated
March 10, 11, 12
"The Little Foxes", to be presented by the Clemson Little Theatre on March 10, ll, and 12, is a
psychological melodrama, whose
setting is a small town in the deep
south at the turn of the century
and the beginning of the rise of
industry.
Ann Bond will play the part
of the crafty and cruel Regina
Giddens, who does not stop at
murder to get what she wants.
Gilbert Miller is her brother, Oscar, a shallow, sadistic man,
Maxine Trively is Birdie, his
faded, timid, wine - drinking
wife; and Jim Johnson is Leo,
his weak yet cock-sure young
son.
Joseph Young plays the part of
Ben Hubbard, their portly and
jovial yet greedy brother. Charlotte Smith will be Alexandra, Regina's pretty, seventeen year old
daughter, who stands her own
while seeming to yield to her
mother's cunning strategies.
Mr. Marshall, wealthy and
Shrewd Chicago business man, is
played by Anthony Elder. John
Bennet is Horace Giddens, Regina's husband, a man of ideals,
sick in body with a bad heart and
sick in mind at the evil he sees
around him in his home arid in
the South.
Addie and Cal, faithful Negro
servants of the family, devoted to
the gentle and well-meaning Birdie, Alexandra and Horace but
despising the others, are played by
Mrs. William Neely and Emmet
Gribben.
The play is under the direction
of Mrs. John Gates and produced
by George Means.

Mrs. Ann Bond is playing the lead role of Regina Giddens in the
Little Theater production of "Little Foxes," which will be presented March 10, 11, 12. Mrs. Bond is a teacher of English and
Latin at Seneca High School. Originally from New Orleans,
Louisiana, she received her education at Louisiana State University. For a long period of time she conducted her own radio
program at Baton Rouge, Louisiana.. She later taught speech
and radio at Bolton High School, Alexandria, Louisiana. Mrs.
Bond played the lead m the Little Theater's one-act play "Suppressed Desire" last season.

National Survey Reveals
Students Opinion On Peace
STUDENTS THINK
KOREAN PEACE
IS IMPOSSIPLE
(ACP) College students have
little hope of either a speedy end
to the Korean war or of peace
between Russia and the United
States.
la a survey taken by the ACP
National Poll of Student Opinion,
students, across the nation were
asked: Do you think the Korean
war will be over within
six
months?
The results:
Yes
—5 per cent
82 per cent
No
10 per cent
No opinion
.. 3 per cent
Other
Students were also asked: How
do you feel about chances for a
peaceful settlement of differences between Russia and the United States?. Here are the aniwers:
Chances are good, 3 per cent
Chances are fair, 27 per cent
Chances are poor,' 54 per cent
No chances
12 per cent
No opinion
4 per cent

U. S. "patience and diplo
macy."
Eisenhower.
"A turning back," as one stu
dent puts it, "to religion and
God." But a coed at Trinity
College, D. C, sums up the feel
ing of many students when, hav
ing granted there's a chance for
peace, and adds, "But it will take
a miracle."

lerpsichorean Club
Plans Spring Dance
Dr. James F. MCiles, president
of the Terpsichorean Club, Clem
son's faculty dance club, has an
nounced the dates of the two remaining spring dances. The next
dance will be held on March 14
followed by the last of the season on April 25.
In planning for the next two
dances, Professor Marshall Bell,
vice-president of the club, is in
charge of all committees. Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Simpson are the
general chairmen of decorations.
Dr. and Mrs. Ray H. Rutledge
have charge
of refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest DeFore are
arranging the d?"ce card program.
Professor Tom Hendricks is
serving as club treasurer and
Professor Vernon Poe is club
secretary.

Barbecue Planned
For Bull Sale
The Block and Bridle Club held
a special meeting Tuesday night,
February 10, to make plans for a
barbecue that will be served at
the annual bull sale to be held
February 27.
A group of prospective members met with the club and were
given an explanation, of the ideas
and goals of the organization.
There were thirty prospective
members at the meeting. The
initiation of the new members
began Wednesday, February 11
and will continue until February
18. The formal initiation will be
held on March 3.
The club elected Roy L. Bivins
marshall of the club to replace
James Stephenson, who has graduated.
Keys and certificates were given
to members who joined the club
during the previous semester.
After the meeting refreshments
were served.
Emory. He is Associate Secretary
of the Interstate Committee of the
YMCA with/headquarters in Atlanta, his principal responsibility
being with the World Service
Committee and with student work.
In addition to speaking at the
'V, Mr. Williams also spoke at
several high schools arid had
meetings at neighboring colleges.

In a Student Opinion 'poll taken one year ago the same question was asked. At that time only 45 per cent of those interviewed said "Chances are poor."
Most students lay both the
Korean war and cold war at Russia's' doorstep. "Russia is
not
looking for peace but for power,"
says a junior from Mount Mary Mr. Williams
College, Milwaukee.
Presents Vesper
And a Purdue University student sees "no chance" for peace Program Sunday
The Vesper program last Sun"unless there is a civil war in
day was presented by Mr. David
Russia."
An engineering student at the Williams, a graduate of the UniCitadel, a military
school
in versity of South Carolina and
Charleston, comments on Korea,
"The situation should be turned
TRADE
over to the military entirely;
'statement' have already blundered away two years in Korea."

EAT AT

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

AT

"THERE WILL "je no compromise," says a sophomore coed
from Regis College, Mass. "Either Russia or the United States
will be the victor."
Those who feel there is still a
chance for peace, tend to pin
their hopes on:
A revolution in the
Soviet
Union and its satellites.
Soviet fear of Western power.

WALTER REGNERY, president
of Joanna Cotton Mills Company
here and chairman of the ACMI
Research Committee, announced
that the meetings were held on
February 4 at Belmont, N. C, February 5 at Spartanburg, February
6 at Clemson College, February 10
at Atlanta, and February 12 at
Auburn, Ala.
The meetings, which started at
10 a. m. and lasted through most
of the day, were of particular interest to superintendents, supervisors in carding and spinning departments, cotton buyers, quality
control supervisors and all testing
laboratory workers, as well as to
ginners, it was pointed out.
The study had its beginning
prior to the harvesting of the
1950 crop as the result of a longstanding need for an investigation on a broad scale of the effects of various ginning conditions on the spinnability of cotton and on the quality of finished products.
The National Cotton Council
chose for study quantities of fiber
from two areas of growth, representative of the rain and irrigated
belts. Factors studied included
the effects of mechanical harvesting, normal ginning rates, excessive ginning speeds, over-machining and overdrying at the gins.
The cottons were distributed to
the 17 cotton mills where yarns
were spun and woven into 80x80
print cloth according to regular
production methods of each mill.
The results on the ginningspinning study were published last
March by the National Cotton
Council.
MEANWHILE the Institute of
Textile Technology had begun to
use the same data to find out how
and why the various mill processing operations, Such as opening,
carding, drawing and spinning, affect the qualities of yarn and cloth
made from the test cottons.
The Technical Service Division
of the ACMI, representatives of
the 17 participating mills and ITT
personnel cooperated to gather
complete data which was then
screened and analyzed, resulting
in what has been described as the
first study possessing sufficient
data to check the effectiveness of
many of the accepted processing
methods as well as to indicate the
possible effectiveness of newer
practices.
The ACMI has distributed to
its membership in condensed
form information showing the
grade, staple length, fiber properties and manufacturing data
including waste extracted, spinning-end breakage, yarn and
fabric strength and nep counts
for the cottons grown, harvested

We are receiving

and ginned under different conditions.
The ITT has published information showing the relationships of
drafts, speeds, settings and combinations of opening, cleaning and
drafting equipment to the quality
of the finished products.
Additional information has been
assembled regarding picker lap
unifonnity, roving and yarn evenness and the relationship of commercial spinning to laboratory
spinning. At the February meetings technologists from the three
cooperating agencies will review
the original test data as well as
discuss more recent findings.
THE BELMONT, N. C, meeting
was held at the North Carolina
Vocational Textile School and was
presided over by Harold W. Whitcomb, executive head of Fieldcrest
Mills, Spray, N. C.
The meeting at Spartanburg, S.
C, was held in the ballroom of the
Cleveland Hotel and T. C. Drew,
director of research and development at Spartan Mills, Spartanburg, presided.
Mr. Regnery presided at the

AAUW Meeting
At Clemson House
Dicusses Education
A panel consisting of three
Greenville educators, Miss Margaret Keith, consultant in guidance for the Greenville County
School District; Mrs. Lucy.Crawford, director of Distributive Education for the Greenville Senior
High School; and Mrs. A.
T.
O'Dell, director of Public Relations and Publications for the
Greenville County School District, will discuss "The Education Center" Thursday, February
12, at the meeting of the Clemson branch of the American Association of University Women.
The speakers, who have been
connected with the Citizens
Education Center for a number of years, will discuss courses, methods, publicity and
values of such a project with
the A. A. U. W. group and
with civic leaders of Clemson
now consisting a "Citizens Education Center" for Clemson.
The meeting will be held in
room 208 in the Clemson House
at 8 p. m., and is sponsored by
the Education Committee of the
Clemson branch of AAUW with
Mrs. J. Murphy Cook as chairman.
Committee members are Mrs.
C. S. Patrick, Mrs. Fred McNatt,
Miss Elizabeth Bigby, Mrs. J. B.
Ryals, Mrs. J. C. Clanton, Mrs.
W. T. Ferrier, Mrs. Marion Kinard, and Mrs. W. R. Ballenger.

Clemson meeting, which was
held in the auditorium of the
school of textiles at Clemson
College.
The Atlanta meeting was held at
the A. French Textile School of
the Georgia Institute of Technology. George E. Glenn, Jr., president of Exposition Cotton Mills
Company, Atlanta, and a former
chairman of the ACMI technical
service committee, presided.
The Auburn, Ala. meeting was
held at the School of Textiles
Technology of Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and M. Earl
Heard, vice president and director
of research of West Paint Manufacturing Company, Shawmut,
Ala., was to preside.
The mills which assisted in the
tests were Abney {Mills, Greenwood, S. C; Alice Manufacturing
Company, Easley, S. C; Borden
Mills, Inc., Kingsport, Tenn,* Calhoun Mills, Calhoun Falls, S. C;
Chicopee Manufacturing Corporation, Gainesville, Ga.; Clinton Cotton Mills, Clinton, S. C; Dan River
Mills, Danville, Va.; Fieldcrest
Mills Spray, N. C; Gaffney Manufacturing Company, Gaffney, S. C;
Greenwood Mills, Greenwood, S.
C; Inman Mills, Inman, S. C! Joanna Cotton Mills Company, Joanna, S. C; Monarch Mills, Union,
S. C; Orr Mills, Anderson, S. C;
Pacific Mills, Lyman, S. C'.j Pelzer Mills, Pelzer, S. C, and Startex Division of Spartan Mills, Startex, S. C.

Farm And Home
Week Announced
The annual South Carolina Farm
and Home Week will be staged at
Clemson during the week of August 17-22, according to an announcement from Dr. R. F. Poole,
president. W. Morgan, assistant
president. T. W. Morgan, assistant
vice, will again be general chairman of the Farm and Home Week
Committee. The event is expected
to again attract thousands of people from all'sections of the state.
Mr. Morgan will in the near future announce appropriate committees representing all departments and activities of the college
to formulate plans and arrange
for the wide variety of activities
to be featured during the week.
These activities will be coordinated
to present latest information on the
various phases of agriculture and
subjects related to agriculture. The
program for the week will likely
follow the same general plan as the
one which has proved so successful during the past five summers.
Efforts will be made to secure outstanding speakers; demonstrations, classroom lecturers,
and field tours and meetings will
be arranged; and interesting
music, recreation, and enter- tainment will be features of the

Bill & Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Miss Nancy Jane Day, supervisor of library service of the
State Department of Education,
will be guest speaker at the
Calhoun-Clemson PTO meeting,
Monday, February 16, at 8 p. m.
in the school auditorium.
Speaking on "The Danger from
Pressure Groups to the Free Circulation of Ideas," Miss Day will
elaborate
on
what
pressure
groups are, or can be, and how
they act as especially applied to
development and. learning. Miss
Day will be in Clemson under
the joint sponsorship of the PTO
and the Education Committee of
the Clemson branch of.AAUW.
ACCORDING TO Mr. T. L.
Senn, president of the PTO
group, an announcement vill be
made concerning the election of
a school trustee from the Calhoun-Clemson area to fill the existing vacancy.
A selection of new books which
have been added to the Grade
School Library collection
has
been arranged by John Goodman,
chairman of the PTO library
committee, and will be on display for the meeting.

Married Couples
Have Picnic Supper
Several married couples heid a
picnic supper at the 'Y' Cabin
Wednesday, Feburary 11. Rev. A.
L. Tubbs spoke and led a discussion on "Marriage and the
Christian Home."
Mr. Dave Williams of Charlotte, Rev. LaFon Vereen of Farmville, N. C, and Mr. William B.
Wade of Charlotte were introduced and made brief statements
concerning student life and opportunities for Christian leadership at Clemson.
Mr. and Mrs. Holtzendorff assisted in entertaining the young
married couples.

Air Force Offers
New Advantages
College seniors enrolled in an
institution of higher education
listed in the latest issue of Part
3, Directory of Higher Education, may submit an application
fo • Aviation- Cadet Training within 270 days of their scheduled
graduation date. They will be
processed as college graduates
according to an announcement by
First Lt. Norman L. Bellury,
aviation cadet project officer for
South Carolina.
This will enable seniors to
qualify for cadet training prior to
graduation.
They will receive
class reporting date instructions
after graduation and receipt of
college transcript by the commanding officer, 3500th Processing Squadron (A/C), Waco, Tex.
THE APPLICANT will be required to furnish a statement attesting to the fact that he is enrolled in his senior year at that
institution and giving the date he
is scheduled to graduate.
A transcript of applicant's college credits will not be required
until after graduation.
College seniors, applying from
South Carolina, under the above
program will be sent to Moody
Air Force Base, Valdosta, Georgia, for purpose of taking the
Aircrew Classification Test Battery for purposes of qualifying.
Further information and application forms can be obtained by
either writing or contacting personally, Lt. Norman L. Bellury,
Aviation Cadet Project Officer,
USA and USAF Recruiting Main
Station, : "36 Sumter Street, Columbia, South Carolina.
She came into the police station
with a picture in her hand. "My
husband has disappeared," she
sobbed. "Here is his picture. I
want you to find him."
The inspector looked up from
the photograph. "Why?" he asked.

program. Farm machinery and
home equipment dealers and
manufacturers will be invited to
display and demonstrate new
and improved machinery and
labor-saving appliances and conveniences, and other commercial concerns will have oppor- enlarged rural church conference
tunity- to exhibit things of in- for the week.
terest to Farm and Home Week
visitors.
It is expected that several stateBOOK ATTIC
wide farm groups will hold annual
Booklovers Paradise
or special meetings or conferences
Fiction-History, etc.
during the week, and already the
Rural Church Conference commitABBEVILLE, S. C.
tee is at work planning for an

NOAH'S ARK

HEYWARD MAHON CO
—Greenville—

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville •

Clemson Theatre
FR* A $AT., FEB. 13 - 14

THE SAVAGE
Carlton Heston, Susan Morron
Color by Technicolor
MON., TUES., 16 AND 17

THE "I DONT CARE"
GIRL

The Striking New Bel Air 2-Door Sedan

Mitzi Gaynor
David Wayne
Oscar Levant
20th Century Fox presents the
teasing, tantalizing, tempting
time of "Eva Languay',' the
singing, dancing don't-give-adarn darling who lit up Broadway with a wild and wonderful beat.
Color by Technicolor
WEDNESDAY,

ABBOTTS MEN'S SHOP

Come in and see our new Spring arrivals.
new shipments dally.

JOANNA, Feb. 12—A series of
meetings in the four largest textile manufacturing states of the
South was recently arranged to
present to mill management and
personnel up-to-the-minute findings in the widest-scale "brass
tacks" research project of its kind.
The cooperative project was
known as the "17 Mill Test" because 17 Southern Mills joined together in making available their
workaday production facilities as
the test areas for textile scientists
and technicians in their quest for
solutions to cotton processing
problems.
While cotton and textile research
covers a broad range, with many
companies making scientific
studies in their own laboratories
and the textile industry supporting several large cooperative research centers, the 17-Mill Test is
unusual because of the extent of
its "proving ground."
Technologists from the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute, the Institute of Textile Technology at Charlottesville, Va., and
the National Cotton Council formed a team to bring to mill management at the regional meetings the
newest information on the research
findings.

Library Supervisor Will
Speok To Local PTO

18

THE SHORES OF
TRIPOLI
Randolph Scott
John Payne
Maureen O'Hara

• . • featuring Chevrolet's new
"Blue-Flame" high-compression engine!

Entirety t/£WMrot/f6 Q/Ktt6rwffif
New Bodies by Fisher . . . new, richer, roomier interiors ... new Powerglide* ... new Power Steering (optional at extra cost) ... more weight—more stability ...
largest brakes in the low-price field . . . Safety Plate
Glass all around in sedans and coupes . . . E-Z-Eye
Plate Glass (optional at extra COSt). (Continuation of
standard equipment and trim illustrated is dependent en ardilability ot mattriaU

The '53 Chevrplet offers you the most powerful performance of any
low-priced car—together with extraordinary new economy—with an entirely
new 115-h.p. "Blue-Flame" Valve-in-Head engine, coupled with a new
Powerglide automatic transmission.* It's the most powerful engine in its
field—with an extra-high compression ratio of 7.5 to 1!
Come in ... see and drive this dynamic new pacemaker of low-priced
cars with all its many wonderful advancements.

Advanced High-Compression "Thrift-King" Valve-in-Head Engine
Chevrolet also offers an advanced 108-h.p. "Thrift-King" engine in gear*
shift models, brings you blazing new performance and even greater economy.
*Combinalion of Powerglide automatic transmission and 115-hj>. "Blue-Flame" engine
optional on "Two-Ten" and Bel Air models at extra cost.

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, 19 - 20

CLEMSON I

f[|

IOUS

MZML

SENECA

'Where Quality Is The By-Word'

WAY OF A BAUCHO
Rory Calhoun
Gene Aierney
Color by Technicolor

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Conveniently Itsfrd uncfar "Avlomobiht" p your /oeol ctoss/fled fhphoim d/rtKfory

Thursday, February 12, 1953
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THE TIGER—"He Roars for Clemson A & M"

Marine Corps 0 C S Begins March 12
According to the announce- uation from the Special Basic
The Marine Corp's first 1953
officer candidate course will be- ment, a majority of new offi- Course.
The
Washington
announcegin March 12, Marine Corps cers are now afforded the opment said that this officer trainportunity
to
attend
specialist
Headquarters has announced.
schools for additional training ing program is open to both marThe announcement said young
in • such subjects as communi- ried and single men. It advised
college graduates who successcations, supply, artillery, na- interested men to contact the
fully complete
the
10 week
val gunfire, naval flight train- nearest Marine Corps Recruiting,
course will be commissioned as
ing,
ordnance, tank, motor Reserve or Officer Procurement
second lieutenants in the
Matransport and others. The re- activity for an in*"-'rine Corps Reserve, at the Marine
mainder are assigned to vaCorps Schools, Quantico, VirginSTOP AT
rious billets in the Fleet Maia. Applications must be subrine Force. All serve on active
mitted by 20 February.
PAT'S PLACE
duty for two. years.
College graduates and seniors
For
Sandwiches and Shakes.
Newly commissioned reserve
scheduled to graduate by 1 March
are eligible for enrollment in officers may now qualify for Open til Midnight nightly
this
course.
Upon
successful regular commissions upon gradcompletion of the
ten
weeks
training, t'-e new second lieutenants will attend the five months
Special Basic Course which is
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
required of all newly-commisLEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
sioned marine officers.
SINCE 1856
They are then given their first
Greenville
South Carolina
land, sea, 'or air assignment.

MASTERS DEGREE
i

Hughes Research and Development Laboratories of Culver City,
California, are renewing for 1953
their Cooperative Plan for Master of Science Degrees initiated
last year. The plan makes it possible for outstanding graduates to
obtain M. S. Degrees while employed in industry and making
significant contributions to important military work.
Eligible are June, 1953, college
graduates and members of the
armed services being honorably
discharged prior to September,
1953, and holding degrees in electrical engineering, physics, of mechanical engineering.
The published announcement of
the Hughes plan states that "those
chosen to participate in this plan
will be from the upper portion of
their graduating classes and will
have evidenced outstanding ability". It was also pointed out that
applicants must be United States
citizens eligible for appropriate security clearances.
UNDER THE PLAN, successful
candidates will spend half of their
time in advanced , study to complete their Master's Degree either
at the University of California Los
Angeles or the University of
Southern California. During the
school year the individual's remaining half time will be spent
working in the Hughes Research
and Development Laboratories in
Southern California.
During the summers of 1953 and
1954 beneficiaries of the cooperative plan will be employed full
time in the Laboratories with advancement on the same basis as
tor-, full-time engineering staff
members, and eligible for regular
employee benefits, according to details of the Hughes plan.
Approximately 100 cooperative
awards will be given if sufficient
candidates present themselves, the
Hughes announcement stated.
Those interested should write
immediately for application forms
to Committee for Graduate Study.
Hughes Research and Development
Laboratories, Culver City, Los An
geles County, California. Final
date for submitting completed applications in February 28, 1953.

April 23 Set For
Selective Service
Tests; Apply Now
All eligible students who intend to take the Selective Service
College Qualification Test in 1953
should file applications at once
for the April 23 administration.
Selective Service National Headquarters advises today.
An application and a bulletin
of information may be obtained
at any Selective Service
local
board. Following instructions in
the bulletin, the student should
fill out his application immedi
ately and mail it in the special
envelope provided. Applications
must be
postmarked no later
than midnight,
March 9, 1953
Early filing will be greatly to
the student's advantage.
Results will be reported
to
the student's
Selective Service
local board of jurisdiction for
use in considering his deferment
as a student, according to Educational Testing Service, which
prepares and administers the CoL:
lege Qualification Test.

HALE'S

Among the. fine private homes and gardens open for Historic
Garden Week in Virginia, and on Tours of Charleston's Historic
Houses, are, on the left, Kinloch near Charlottesville, where
eleven landscaped gardens are grouped about a large central
garden, each treated as an outdoor living room, where there are
five varieties^ of box trees, including a hedge two hundred fety
long and twenty-five feet high; and, on the right, the Simmons-

Edwards, or Pineapple Gate House in Charleston, famous for
the elaborateness of its entrance way, its Adams w.oodwork, furnishings and gardens. In Virginia the homes are open from
April 25 through? May 3, and in Charleston from March 15
through April 12. For further information write Historic
Charleston Foundation, 94 Church Street, Charleston, S. C, or
Historic Garden Week, Hotel Jefferson, Richmond 19, Virginia.

Historic Charleston Homes Will Be
Open To Public During April Tours
CHARLESTON, S. C. — Again
the Eastern Seaboard is opening
its finest private homes to the
public. This spring, homes, and
gardens will be
on tour
in
Charleston, South Carolina, in
Virginia, Maryland and around
Philadelphia. In Charleston twen
ty of the handsomest historic private homes are included in a
series of staggered tours from
March 15 through April 12., In
Virginia several hundred places
will be open April 25 through
May 3.
Both tours are remarkable this
year for the number of places
being opened for the first time.
In Virginia, throughout the state
there will be over one hundred
places added to the list, and in
Charleston six of Ihe houses have
not been sh#wn the public before.
As each section blossoms into
spring and the countryside assumes its loveliest appearance,
various non-profit organizations
open private homes and. gardens
in this series of tours. In Virginia during April and May there
is real natural beauty and the
highways are most colorful with
dogwood and redbud, the private
gardens are at their very best.
It is for this reason that the
Garden Club of Virginia, in the
early 1920's, selected the
last
week in April for Historic Gar
den Week.

MOST ■ OF the fine estates,
many of them of great historical
interest, are open to visitors only
during this one week each year.
The owners of Charleston's handsomest houses lend them to Historical Charleston Foundation so
that with funds raised from their
tours they may further the preservation of Charleston's architectural heritage.
In Virginia the highways are
plainly marked especially for the
visitors in order that they may
drive their own cars, saving time
yet enjoying the homes and gardens in a more leisurely fashion.
Architects, historians, antique
lovers, dirt gardeners, professional men all find much to inspire them during Garden Week,
and more and -more each year
visitors are repeating the expe^
rience of returning again
and
again to see, not only how Virginian's lived in the past, but how
The American Society of Hortipresent-day Virginians live, and
cultural Science, junior branch,
for this reason a selected group of
mefTuesday night at 6:30 o'clock
modern homes and gardens are
In the Horticulture Club Room.
now included.
F. W. Thode, associate professor
of horticulture,' showed slides of
the colonial gardens at Williamsburg, Virginia, and commented on
the different types of gardens
shown.
Following the meeting refreshments were served.
The next meeting will be held on
February 24.
The feature on O. W. "Glad
Tidings" Deason which appeared
Second Issue Of
in Nov. 3 issue of The Tiger was
reprinted in the January issure of
Clemson Tower Out
The second issue of The Clem- the Telegraph News, national
son Tower was 'distributed last monthly published in New York.
The Tiger article, written by
Sunday night after the YMCA
Vesper service. The first copies of Emory Washington, was also rethe publication were presented to printed in the Anderson IndepenJohn Stanley, dairy senior of dent and the Greenville News. All
Kingstree, and Ward Powers, civil three of the publications printed
engineering senior of Pamplico, one of the pictures which accomwho were named "Mr. Tower panied the feature.
1952."
Co-editor Joe O'Cain, who presented the honor also recognized
the YMCA staff to whom the dedication of The Tower was made.

Horticulture Club
Shown Slides Of
Colonial Gardens

Feature On Deason
Appears In Issue
Of Telegram News

A guide book giving detailed
information on each place opening, as well as the directions
to reach them with the least inconvenience, is available from
AAA offices and tour bureaus
in most large cities, or may be
obtained from Historic Garden
Weeg. Office, Room 3, Hotel
Jefferson, Richmond 19, Virginia.
In Charleston, where spring arrives early, are held the first
of the' Eastern Seaboard tours,
which
continue for almost
a
month. From March 15 through
April 12, twenty homes will
throw wide their handsome panelled doors to visitors. And at
the same time the famous gardens, Magnolia, Middleton and Cypress are in full bloom, with
masses of azaleas, wisteria, Cherokee roses, thousands of. bulbs
and flowering shrubs. The city,
too, is at its best.
HERE ALL the homes are in
the city proper, in fact all of
them are located within six or
seven blocks of each other, in
the most unique residential section in America. In this
one
small portion of a thriving city,
locally referred to as
"Below
Broad Street", are located more
buildings from the
< ghteenth
century than in any city in America. And a lovely. Section it is,
reminiscent; to -the traveller of
visits to France, England and
the Caribbean islands. Two great
rivers, the Ashley and the Cooper,- bound the; town, making of it
a long- peninsula, and it is at the
point of this peninsula, with a
view of the water down many of
the streets, that most of the old
homes are located.
On the Battery, looking
out
across the harbor with nothing
between them and the Canary islands except historic Fort Sumter, is a row of stately houses.
Several of these will be on tour,
and for the first time. The Ropper mansion, built for a wealthy
planter of sea-island cotton in
1848, is one of the fine crowning
touches to the
classic revival.
The heroic portico is a choice
part of the superb view of Charleston from the harbor. It has
been the home of several prominent families of the Rudolph Sieglings, of the Solomon R. Guggenheim's and now of the Hastie
family of Magnolia Gardens.

Air Force Offers New
Advantages To Graduates
New opportunities for interesting assignments within the
rapidly expanding U. S. Air
Force are bein- offered to college -graduates Hn a program
aimed- at securing highly qualified commissioned personnel.
Headquarters Fourteenth Air
Force announced that this program is designed to attract persons with scientific or engineering backgrounds for work in certain technical specialties.,
Those appointed as officers in
the Air Force Reserve will be
called to immediate active duty
and trained at technical ^schools,
is necessary, to completely qualify them for assignment to duties
in the electronics,
communications, research and development,
and weather fields.
College graduates, and those
who have completed 31-2 years
study toward a degree majoring in engineering-, mathematics, physics or chemistry, are
urged to consider the ' advantages of career advancement in
the Air Force.
Applications
may be submitted prior to
graduation, but
appointment
will not be made until a. final
transcript of scholastic record
is submitted.
College graduates with a baccalaureae degree, including mathematics through integral calculus
and one year of college physics,
may apply specifically for a reserve, commission in the meteorology field. This particular specciations, and for the beauty of
of their collections of furniture,
china, glass and paintings.
For
further information and folders
write Historic Charleston Foundation, 94 Church Street, Charleston, S. C.

ialty offers great opportunity for
further study at several leading
colleges and universities.
Applicants must be less than
27 year's of age, American citizens, and able to meet the physicr.l qualifications for military
service.
Application for appointment as
an Air Force Reserve officer under this program may be obtained at any Air Force installation
and should be submitted to the
Commanding . General,
Fourteenth Air Force, Robbins Air
Force Base, Georgia. For further information about opportunities in the Air Force Reserve
write to Commanding General.
Fourteenth Air Force,
Robbins
Air Force Base, Georgia, Attention: Office of Military Personnel
Procurement.

Junior 'Y' Council
Elects Officers
At the regular meeting of the
Junior YMCA Councfl,
which
was held- at 6 o'clock on January
16, officers for the second semester were elected.
The following were named:
Robert Tinsley, animal husbandary major of Laurens,
president; John Turner, animal husbandry major of Winnsboro, vice
president; and William Byrd, agriculture economics, Society Hill,
secretary and treasurer; David
Townsend, education, Bennettsville, chaplin;
Tommy
Grcsn,
horticulture, Sumter, social chairman; and Joe O'Cain, vocational
agricultural education,
Orangeburg, projects chairman.
The council plans to hold its
next .meeting on February 13, in
the Y. M. C. A. at 6 o'clock.

Another of the beautiful
homes on tour this year for
the first time is the SimmonsEdwards house at 14 Legare
Stre«t, called the Pineapple
Gates house, because of the
beauty of its entrance way.
Built about 1800, it is noted
for the purity and elaborateness
of its Adams decoration. Now the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Buchrod
B. Howard, the house and the
garden have been restored
to
their original beauty.
These are among the twenty
private homes of Charleston,
which are only open at this one
time of year. The homes on the
tour date from 1714 through 1850',
and are chosen, not only for
their arehitectural
significance,
but also for their historic asso-

TIGER TAVERN -

Agnes Scott Students
To Present Program
Sunday, February 15, a deputation from Agnes Scott College, Decatur, Ga., will present the Vesper program at the Clemson 'Y'
at 6:05 p. m. Included in this
group will be Misses Cotton Williams, senior of Birmingham, Ala.;
Nancy Fraser, a freshman of Atlanta, who will sing; Louise Robinson, sophomore of Charlotte; Donina Duger, senior of Montgomery,
Ala.; Betty Nell Scott, junior of
Atlanta; and Pat Patterson, junior
of Bluefield, West Virginia.

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Hours: 7 a. m. 'Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS

Will Be Open Late For All Dances

More People Smoke Camels

Street scene in Tehachapi after last July's earthquake.

..EARTHQUAKE...
In the predawn of last July 21, the most
severe California earthquake since 1906 struck
the small towji of Tehachapi.
Walls were collapsing, buildings were folding. The town's telephone office shook to its
foundation. But the night operator remained '
at her switchboard until it went dead. Main
cables to the office" were pulled to the ground
when a nearby wall caved in.
This was'at 4:50 A.M.
By 8:30 A.M. telephones were set up OH the
edge of town for use by the Red Cross and
other emergency workers.
By late, afternoon, the telephone switchboard was working. Tehachapi residents were
able to contact friends and relatives concerned
about their safety.

By 9 P.M. two TV stations were sending live
telecasts of the damage. Telephone men had
established a radio-relay system In less than.
12 hours.
It was a typical disaster—brutal and unannounced. But telephone men were prepared.
They quickly restored communication when
it was needed most. They demonstrated the
resourcefulness and technical skill typical of
telephone people.
These are some of the qualities we seek in
the college graduates we hire. Your Placement Officer can give you details about opportunities for employment in the Bell System.
Or write to American Telephone and. Telegraph Company, College Relations Section,
195 Broadway, New York 7, New York, for
the booklet, "Looking Ahead."

BELL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM
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Responsibility For Honor Rests
With Students And Faculty

Brotherhood Week
Should Last All Year

"A Gentleman is always on his honor."
—Robert E. Lee
"To have an honor system we must first have honor."
What about it, "Country Gentlemen?"

If j'fl OLD

Everyone talks about violations of honor, but practically no one does anything about it. In fact, students and
faculty alike seem to condone dishonesty and', in some
cases, even encourage it.
We need to evaluate violations of honor for what they
are and face up to the fact that they benefit no one and
only make a mockery of education and society. Students
must furthermore, take it upon themselves to report dishonesty when they see it. There is no need to have false
qualms about such violations.
It has been said that most of the cheating on class room
work goes on in the'lower division of classes which are
large and unappealing and often required. While the tendency and the opportunity to cheat are increased in such
situations, so is the need for student honesty and cooperation.
The administration, faculty, and students all have their
share in solving the problem. We of the student body
should at least do ours. It's our necks. What about it,
"Country Gentlemen?"

Hospital Thanked For Service
In Recent Influenza Epidemic

£#***«*-

TALK OF THE TOWN

Summer School Change
Is Proposed; Ike Praised

In our Christmas editorial we unintentionally omitted
Dr. Milford, the nurses, and staff of the Hospital in our expressions of appreciation. Considering the highly commendable manner in which they handled the recent influenza epidemic, we would like to offer our belated, yet
heartfelt, thanks for a job well-done, not only in times of
IT IS TIME TO Tlfrltf OVER A NEW LEAF
emergency, but throughout the year.
Probably by now the veterans of many
Student volunteers and others who helped in the hos- campaigns around this school have grown
pital during the influenza epidemic are also to be com- tired of turning over that old proverbial
mended. Dr. Poole has sent letters to, the student volun- new leaf, but nevertheless, at the beginteers expressing his appreciation for their efforts toward ning of each semester nearly everyone gets
the ending of the epidemic.
the urge to literally set the school on fire
and make all A's.
Sometimes this desire to really do some
studying lasts for an entire semester and
then again sometimes it doesn't, which is
usually the case. It takes a great amount
Senator James H. Duff (R. Pa.) said last week that of determination at the start of the semes18-year-olds should be permitted to vote in every state. He ter, so as it wears thin during the middle
was interviewed by four college students on "Junior Press and latter part of the semester there will
Conference" televised over ABC-TV.
be enough to last through this critical pe"If a boy is old enough to risk his life for his country," riod.
he said, "he should be permitted to vote. It has been my
But the great consolation of second
experience that, by and large, the 18-year-old is just as
semester is its brevity with only four
wise as people in other age brackets."
short months of work and only pne holiday to interfere with the thirst of knowThe movement to lower the voting age has already re
ledge.
Since the semester is so short, it
ceived support from segments of the college press and from
is
a
little
easier for the student to stretch
various student organizations. The National Student Ashis starting enthusiasm to the end of the
sociation, in a recent meeting of its executive committee,
semester.
voted to "put its enthusiastic support behind the moveBut I only .hope that everybody around
ment."
the
school who needs one can find a^new
At Minnesota, a bill to lower .the voting age to 18 years
leaf
to turn over and can build up enough
has been introduced in the state legislature. Supporters
determination
to carry them through the
of the bill say it has "better than a 50-50 chance of passing."
semester.
Speaking of grades, I imagine that quite
a few people suffered a slight heart attack
when they received their grades and found
.a
1
that their grade point ratio had been cut
in half. I think we ought to have more
Clemson's athletic teams never knew a finer friend. It
warning when the administration changes
was he who originated the name "Country Gentlemen!"
the grading system.
Never will the world of sports forget him, for he was CHANGE IN WEEKEND RATING
the athlete's friend. He was just as interested in the young- IS AN IMPROVEMENT
est boy, just learning to hold a baseball, as he was in the
The change in awarding the students the
most established star.
privilege of rating the weekend is one of
He was a truly great artist. The newspaper was his the best improvements that has occurred
canvas, the (typewriter his brush. With words, he painted this year. It reallly gave "the students a
- colorful descriptions of innumerable sporting events. Many break.
It has always seemed unfair to a student
were the masterpieces which he produced during his lifewho
was taking 20 or more credits to miss
time.
rating the weekend because he happened
His prolific pen was equalled by few, and his knowl- to fail two one credit courses and then let
edge of sports facts, figures, and personalities could be a student who was only taking 16 or 17
likened to the lake behind a- giant dam—a tremendous res- credits rate the weekend even though he
ervoir.
might have failed a five credit course.
This new method, though, is about as
However, for .now, the "Dean of Southern Sports
fair
as possible and I think that the stuWriters," James Carter "Scoop" Latimer, has written "30"
dents
should appreciate the change.
on his last story.
NEW PRESIDENT,
DEFINITELY NEW POLICY
This writer, doesn't like to talk about
the national situation very much because
he usually can find very little sense in the
muddle that usually exists in Washington.
But from the looks of the Eisenhower policy the students can't show enough interest in the national government.
Whether what Ike does while he is in
office is right or wrong, he has finally
given the United States a clear-cut foreign and domestic policy, one which the
country has been needing for a long,
long time. And this policy is a very

Lowering Of Voting Age To 18
Is Now Being Advocated

Master Artist Of Sports Publicity
Writes His Last "Thirty

IMPROPER
PASSING...

noticeably different one from that of the
last administration.
For this reason there will probably be
a number of important events to occur in
the near future which cannot help but affect the college students. All college students today should be alert to, interested
in, and somewhat critical of an administration which could so affect their lives.
But regardless of what happened, Eisenhower seems to be trying earnestly to
make this country a great president. I sincerely hopes he succeeds.
While we are on the subject of new policies and the like, I read in the paper that
Uncle Sam is planning on drafting college
students. That really doesn't sound very
good, especially for the boys with the low
grades.
CHANGE IN SUMMER SCHOOL
A change in the length of summer school
here at Clemson to shorten the summer
session to six weeks would be very feasible
and would also be beneficial to a great
number of students. .
A few schools already have such a system and one college I know of, Memphis
State, recently adopted this type of summer session; therefore, it must be meeting
some success.
Instead of having one long summer
school the session is broken up into two
parts, in which the student is limilted to
about two courses.
This kind of summer school would be
very helpful to students who just need one
orj two courses to graduate or to [turn senior. This would also make it possible for
some students to attend ROTC summer
camp and then return to school to take one
or two courses which could prevent them
from having to return for another semester.
It seems to me that without a doubt this
would be a great asset to Clemson, riot
only for the good of the college but also
for the benefit of the students.
NEW TYPE OF CIGARETTE
Everyone is well aware of the fact that
the current trend in the. manufacture of
cigarettes is toward the king-size variety,
but I recently read a feature in the Georgia Tech Technique that presented a new
slant on the manufacture of cigarettes.
The feature advocated the making of a
pigmy-size cigarette which, so the writer
said, would probably satisfy the needs of
the present-day smokers better than does
the king-size type.
The article went on to say that most of
the smokers now take only one or two
puffs off of a cigarette, thereby producing
a great deal of waste. Therefore, the only
way to eliminate all this wasted tobacco
would be to have a shorter cigarette.
This idea seemed very ingenious to me
but whether or not the cigarette .producers
make use of it probably will be another
story.
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Overheard: "I don't care if you
By Rembert Stokes
First Girl (slightly intoxicat- are a volunteer fireman; keep
ed): "What did you shay when your hands off my hose."
you lost at strip poker?"
Then there was the M. E. stuSecond Girl, (equally intoxident who walked into the psycated): "I shed plenty."
chiatrist's office, tore open a
Wife: "You know, I suspect cigarette, and stuffed the tobacthat my husband has a love af- so up his nose.
"I see," said the doctor, "that
fair with his stenographer."
Maid: "I don't believe it. Ycu you need my help."
are just trying to make me jeal"Yes," replied the M. E., "Have
you got a match?"

A lawyer and his partner
closed their office at noon one
Saturday and went to the mov*ies. When they were seated, one
nudged the other and gasped,
"Gosh, J,oe, we forgot to lock
the safe." .
"What's the difference? We're
both here, aren't we?"

Golf is a game in which a
small white ball is chased by a
bunch of men too old to chase
She tenderly whispered, "Am I
Harry: "She sure gave you a anything else.
the first girl you ever kissed?"
dirty look."
*
The sly reply was: "As a mat- Pete: "Who?"
Confucius says: "Wash face in
ter of fact, yes."
morning, neck at night."
Harry: "Mother Nature."

By R. K. KIRKPATRICK, Editor
The Bethlehem (Pa.) Globe-Times
(The following was written
in connection with Brotherhood
Week which will be held February 15-22—Editor)
In Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
which prides itself on a Christian
heritage stemming from a 1741
founding on Christmas Eve, it is
particularly fitting that we not
only proclaim the renewal of
Brotherhood Week but that by
our community acts, make it a
shining beacon throughout the
year.
■Twenty years ago a Catholic
priest broached a suggestion to
the National Conference of Christians and Jews which led to the
setting aside of a special period
each year in which all peoples
are asked to concentrate - thenthoughts on the need for genuine
brotherhood of mankind.
Each year the President of the
United States, as honorary chairman of Brotherhood Week, invites all people of all faiths rind
rases to consider together the
need and the responsibilities of

MANKIND'S SEARCH for a
brotherhood in human relationworkable basis of true brotherships.
hood seems too often to become
THE SUCCESS of the United confused in a welter of loftyStates, both spiritually and ma- sounding platitudes. Quite simterially, is something of a para- ply, it is something more than
dox. Our development has been giving to others the rights, privipredicated on the successful in- leges and respect which we ask
termingling into one brotherhood for ourselves.
almost all the races and creeds of
We have not yet reached that
the world. Yet at the same time, plane nationally; we are still
we have in too many cases, align- farther away from it on an ined ourselves into separate camps ternational scale. Yet, in spite of
which are unable or unwilling to wars and rumors of wars, we
understand, or to seek under- have made progress. That we
standing, of the idea and ideals publicly and repeatedly proclaim
of other groups.
the need for brotherhood and
A great percentage of these seek to advance such a quest
conflicts is based on sectional in- through such organizations as the
terests and it h to our everlast- National Conference of Chrising credit that many of these tions and Jews is in itself indicaconflicts are dissipated in the tive of progress.
heat of national peril. That we
can live and work together in Feeble and stumbling as our
harmony during times of na- efforts may appear in tr i mirror
tional stress augurs well for the of world events, we are on the
belief that one day we shall pathway toward worldwide conachieve our goal of perpetual sideration of the dignity and
brotherhood.
equality of each individual.

PLATTER CHATTER - By El L. Carnes
THE GOOD OLD DAYS . . .
During the last six months or so
the trend has been towards revival of the old standard tunes.
Billy Daniels' new album containing such all time greats as "That
Old Black Magic", "Diane", "Lady
of The Evening", and "September
Song" are brought back stronger
than ever . . . Ray Anthony's new
album (Campus Rumpus) with
"The Continental", "They Didn't
Believe Me", "Dancing on the
Ceiling", and "Smoke Rings"
brings a good deal of' charm to
the oldies.
BOURBON STREET FLASH .. .
Way down yonder in New Orleans they have discovered a new

beat for some old songs in a
gal called Frances Fal. Her recent recording of "I Wish I Could
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate"
has that quality of bounce that just
naturally sets your feet to tapping . . . One of the better up and
coming Dixieland Jazz bands to
come out of New Orleans in the
last few years is a group known
as the Dukes and Duchess of
Dixieland. This small outfit really
had its background in one of the
original homes of jazz. They have
been currently playing in the same
restaurant which Sharkey and his
band started • from some twentyfive or more years ago . . . Dixieland fans keep your eye on this
group.
One of the top big name bands

to be recently reorganized was tha
Woody Herman ensemble. After
trying a number of times to gather
together what he' considered the
right combination Woody finally
came up with what he calls the
Third Herd. The sounds that come
from this group can be truly termed cool. At present the only sides
that have been recorded have
been the more or less standard
tunes such as "Perdido", "Stompin at the Savoy" and "A Train".
In the junior department a
young seventeen-year-old singercomposer has added something
new to the music world with his
song "Oh Happy Day". He has
definitely given the bath tub
crooner something to aim for.

that if the two small town
"lover boys", Bobby Burns and
Lynwood Dukes, were one-tenth
as much hell as they think, Valentino would turn over in his grave!

that Peter "I'm a big:, bad captain" McCall is really a "meanie"
—lay off the troops, Peter, dear.
The vacancies in rank have already been filled.

end and Bill "I'm the silent lyp«
lover" Collins took over his date.
What's the trouble, Wells, can't
stand the pace?

—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCA„- SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that this column is mild this"
that he hasn't seen Joe "Ears"
that the vets, married as well week, but just wait til oscar gets
LaMontangue dating Billy lately. as single, had better take care. his cutting edge sharpened and
into circulation.
Could it be that fraternity boy Spies with big eyes tell no lies!
—OSCAR SAYS—
mill executive, Joe? I thought you
that if you don't believe we have
ball players had it!
A very heated bridge game was
feminine beauty on this campus, being played by four society wo—OSCAR SAYS—
that the C. D. A. pulled one out just take a look at "Mary, my hair men. The stakes were high and
of the hat Friday night, but put is falling: out" Robinson. He's the the players were concentrating on
.one in the pot Saturday night. peaches, he's the cream, he's the their hands when the colored maid
What's wrong boys, feel sick captain of our team. So-o-o sweet, of the hostess edged over to the
table'.
again?
and cute, too!
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
"Mrs. Smith," she said, "it's
, that he (oscar) wants to apolothat the Senior Platoon may be four-thirty which is iime for your
gize for his predecessor—and if going to New Orleans, but don't bath."
'
there is any similiarity between underestimate oscar. Big timers,
Mrs. Smith turned to the maid,
Moorhead and this oscar, it's a like you boys, make good news!
still keeping her eyes on the cards,
—OSCAR SAYS—
"Really, Gloria, I can't leave the
mistake!
that "Gut" Hall was really rock- game just now. We must pass it
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) is happy to see ing the boat Friday night, after a up today."
the football boys at it again—it's two year'ride on the wagon. Al"But,' Mrs. Smith," objected the
easy to acquire a beer gut, but most drowned, didn't you, "Gut?", maid, frowning, "this is the twelfth
—OSCAR SAYS—
-rOSOAR SAYS—
day you have passed it up."
ain't it hard to work off? Look
that Roby "I love 'um all"
out for the "head" and the heat, Couch and "Gangster" Sobo are
Be sure your social security
really working over Atlanta. wage record is correct — get a
boys.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Watch out, boys, the law has a special postal card at your nearthat Dimmie DIM-MIT McClure long arm, too.
est social' security office, once a
year, to obtain a statement of the
must have failed English 301.
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Ames "I'm , hell" Wells wages or self-employment income
Those announcements in the mess
flaked out with the flu this week- credited to your account.
hall just ain't got it!
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Three Foreign Students Enroll At Clemson;
All Will Study Agricultural Economics
Students dome
From Formosa
And Thailand
Tb'.oug'h the Mutual security
Agency in cooperation with the
United States Department of Agriculture and land grant colleges,
many foreign students have been
enabled to study in this country.
Three such students, Fan
Kwang-chou and Kiang Ching Yen
of Formosa and Somrith Lersbusya
of Thailand, are now enrolled in
the department of agricultural economics here at Clemson.
All three are recent entries an*o
' the United States, none of them
having travelled abroad previousThey have come to this country
to obtain information which can
be utilized in improving the organization and operation of the
agricultural credit system of both
Formosa and Thailand.
The chief objectives of their
study here will be to become acquainted with the credit facilities
and methods of extending credit in
the United States, and thereby give
consideration to the solving of
current economic problems in their
native countries.
EACH OF these men is considering certain problems in his
country during his study here.
Somrith Lersbusya's study is directed toward the following problem. Most of the 8,600 coopera, tives in Thailand are farmers
credit societies which are under
close supervision of the Ministry
of Cooperatives. The system has
never been completely successful
( in self-generation of capital or
self management and after 35
years the credit cooperatives still
serve only part of the needs of
8% of the farmers of Thailand,
while open market interest rates
'remain usuriously high.
There is an important need to
explore every possible method and
basic principle of credit cooperative organization and finance in
order to discover ways of adjusting Thailand's system for greater
. effectiveness in solving the farm
credit problem.
Mr. Somrith is highly qualified
by virtue of his many years experience in cooperative work and
his position as a senior officer and
secretary in the credit department
to make this study. He will return to his position to put in practice new ideas which are applicable.
KIANG CHING YEN will look,
at the following problem. Because
of low incomes and scarcity of
credit, much of the rice crop is
sold before harvest as green rice.
Such transactions usually net onlv

Jet Model Given
To The Clemson
Air ROTC Dept.
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Cole To Speak At
Baptist Convocation

Methodists Elect
New Officers For
Second Semister

At a recent meeting of the FoThe Air Force ROTC at ClemOfficers of the Wesley Founda- rum Club, a faculty club organized
i !
son College has received a ^ " ^
tion, Methodist student organiza- in 1929, officers for the year 1953
ture model of an F-84-G Thun
tion, were elected recently for the were elected. Those elected were
derjet; which was donated by n<s
second semester. M. L. Jones, Claude B. Green of the English
Republic Aviation Corporation,
animal husbandary senior of Lug- department president, R. Emmet
for presentation to the graduating
off, was elected president.
Gribbin, Rector of the Holy TrinAFROTC cadet who has demonity
Episcopal Church, vice-presiOther
officers
named
were
W.
stated the most outstanding abildent;
and J. Harvey Hodson of
W.
Weldon,
vocational
agricultural
ity and achievement while eneducation sophomore of Behnetts- the chemistry department, secrerolled in the Aircraft Maintenville, vice-president (in charge of tary-treasurer.
ance Engineering Option of the
freshman work); D. A. Burch, The Forum Club meets twic«
advanced AFROTC course.
mechanical engineering freshman each month during the school
As was the case last year, when
of Savannah, Georgia, second vice- year and the program for the
the award was presented to Capresident (in charge of Sunday meeting consists of a paper oredet Hugh B. Rawl of SpartanSchool); J. T. Green, horticulture pared and presented by a membei
burg, the award will be presentjunnor of Sumter^ third vice-pres- of the club.
ed during the Mother's Day cereident (in charge of Wednesday
monies. Colonel Lloyd H. Tull,
night programs).
professor of Air Science and TacAlso, J. W. O'Cain, vocational
tics, will make the presentation
Towle, Reed and
agriculture education of Orangeon behalf of the Air Force.
burg, secretary-treasurer; H. C.
Barton Sterling
It has been determined that CaHumphries, mechanical engineer
let Captain Terriel E. Wessinger, The Rev. *lr. Harold Cole, South ing junior of Sumter, deputations
and
Jr., of Newberry, South Carochairman; W. F. Webb, civil en
lina, will receive the award this Carolina Baptist Student Secre- gineering junior of Brunson, soMany Other Nationally
tary, will speak at the Baptist con- cials chairman; C. D. Cochran, me
year.
vocation wlych will be held at the chanical engineering freshman of
Advertised Quality
Clemson Baptist Church, Friday, Greenville, Mission chairman; and
February 13 at 7:15. The convo- F. C. Anderson, arts and sciences
Lines
cation is sponsored by the Bap- freshman of Clemson, publicity
tist Church as part of Religious chairman and editor of Wesley
Emphasis Week.
Foundation Notes, organization
Mr. Cole is a graduate of Fur- bulletin.
man University and the Southern
JEWELERS
Dr. G. W. Crawford, of the
Baptist Theological Seminary at physics department is faculty adAnderson,
S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Louisville,
Kentucky.
Members of the executive comvisor for the group.
mittee of the National Safety
He is a former pastor of the
Phone 406
Phone 740
These officers were installed at
Council, textile section, held a twoday meeting at Clemson recently. local Baptist Church having regular church services February 7
Robert I. Barr of Industrial Rayon served previously as minister of at the Methodist Church.
Corporation, Painesville, Ohio, was students.
I chairman of the group.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole have two
The group meets alternately in
children
and make their home in
the north and south each year. The
committee came here at the invita- Columbia.
CLEMSON, S. C.
tion of the Tri State Safety JourSee us for wheel-balancing and let us service your car
nal, published in Anderson.
Calhoun Mills, welcomed the visifor those week-end trips.
Charles A. Gibson, president of tors.

Executive Committee
Of Safety Council
Holds Meeting Here

Three foreign students studying at Clemson for
the current semester discuss common problems
dealing with agricultural economics, the department in which they are ria ~':•". T.;:T
a fraction of what would be netted
if the crop were sold after harvest,
through normal channels of trada
The provincial government is
attempting to provide a system of
production credit which will make
such pre-harvest sales of rice unnecessary. The program is in its
infancy and needs considerable
strengthening. This participant
will occupy a key role in the reorganization of the rice production loan system upon his return.
• Fan Kwang-chou's problem is
that for all practical purposes,
farm credit in Formosa is available only at usurious rates of interest. Interest charges of 10 percent per month and up are quite
usual. Agricultural officials in
Formosa recognize the necessity
for eliminating such lending practices and are groping for plans to
modernize and strengthen the co■ operative credit program.
Consequently, it is felt that a
study of the various agricultural
credit facilities in the United
States as well as the function of
farm cooperatives will be helpful
in providing a basis for the improvament of farm credit facilities
in Formosa. Mr. Kwang-chou and
Mr. Ching Yen have received degrees in agricultural economics

are, left to right, Fan Kwang-chou, from Formosa; Kiang Ching Yen, also from Formosa;
and Somrith Lersbusya, from Thailand. (Staff
photo by Jack Trimmier.)

from National Taiwan University;
the former is now assistant specialist, Provincial Department of
Agriculture and Forestry of Taiwan, the later is field director of
rice production loans made by the
Provincial Food Bureau.
MR. SOMRITH is chief of the
division of credit cooperatives organization and supervision, connected with the Department of
Credit Cooperatives. It is his duty
to organize and supervise cooperative credit societies. He also exercises supervision over operation
of 8600 credit societies.
Their study here at Clemson
will continue throughout the current semester. They will study for
a month' at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La., before
returning to their native countries.

First Figures
Concerning Bowl
Profits Released

Forum Club Meets;
Green New Prexy

ATLANTA, Ga.— (I.P.) —Ap
proximately $365,000 in ticket
sales and another $100,000 or
more for television and radio
rights was received at the Sugar
Bowl this year, according to first
bookkeeping reports released.
Under Southeastern Conference regulations, twenty-five per
cent of the teams' share of this
purse must go into the SEC
treasury. This leayes $105,000
apiece for this year's participants,
the University of Mississippi and
Georgia Tech. From this, each
team had to bear its own expen
(Continued on page 7)

McLEES BROS.

SKELTON SERVICE STATION

WILL THIS SUIT FIT

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

If you can make
the grade, you
can fly the
latest, hottest,
fanciest jobs
in the air—
and do it within
one year.

THE ELITE
Anderson, S. C.

1/.CX-A-.
M

Michel'. /'•

Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
/

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
i

/

IT TAKES a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of
an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, here's
your chance to get the finest in aviation training—training
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation Cadets
is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard, play hard—especially
for the first few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a pro—
with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year. And this is only the

Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luokies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike...

Be Happy-GO LUCK?!
. ^cigarette*
1° + "Jc' cleaner, *** ,
_ -

beginning—your opportunities for advancement are unlimited.
,.- «~—»-^ /
ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qufalify as an Aviation Cadet, you
must have completed at ijeast two years of college. This is a
minimum requirement—it's best if you stay in school and
graduate! In addition, you must be between 19 and 26Yi
years, unmarried, and iln good physical condition.
YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN PILOT OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER
If you choose to be asi Aircraft Observer, your training will
be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Aircraft Performance "Engineering.

New Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin,'Every Few Weeks!

restl

lacqu

line Stone

HERE'S WHAT TO DO:

2

J

Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
Fill out the application they give you.

O

If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to
take a physical examination at government expense.

4t If you pjfas your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled
for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service
Act alltfws you a four-month deferment while waiting class
assignment.

Where's your jingle?

CIGARETTES

Ifs easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OP CIGARETTES

Next, you/will be given a written and manual aptitude test.

t

Where to get more details:
Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting
Officer. Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.

B

MKTO^
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By Carroll Moore
SPORTS WORLD SADDENED BY "SCOOP'S" DEATH
One of the greatest and most respected sports figures
in thfi South passed away last Saturday night immediately
after he had finished his night's work. J. Carter (Scoop)
Latimer, sports editor of the Greenville News, had just left
his office after writing his final sports column when he.
suffered an attack. He died later at the General Hospital.
Scoop had always been Clemson's chief publicist with
his accurate and flowery way of expressing himself in
gaining the Tigers their publicity during each sports season. Many of us around here at Clemson did not recognize Scoop as solely an expert in the field of sports Journalism but we remember him as a close friend who was always more than willing to give his most expert advice on
almost any subject or incident he was asked about.
His friends were many; they ranged all the way
from the tip end of Florida to the farthest point north
and also in a widely extended range from east to west.
He was a man that loved to meet people connected
with sports, and he was a man that all sports enthusiasts desired to meet.
• One of the main facts that made Scoop the respscted
man that he was. was the fact that out of all of his many
stories and writings none will ever be able to find anything
that the "Colonel" had never said that was detrimental to
their character. He was a man who did not try to make
news by lowering other people and digging up slander to
arouse the reader's interest. He was never without words
that could express almost any emotion that he desired to
print.
His vast sports knowledge, his ability to understand
people, his desire to help others, and his wonderful style
of writing all go to make up the man that the sports world
will never forget as long as there continues to be such a
thing as sports.

Tigs Meet Davidson And Deacs Away
Bengals Play Four More
Conference Games

T

The Tiger basketball team will go on the road this
. week-end for games with Davidson and Wake Forest. The
Davidson game will be Friday night and the Wake Forest
game Saturday niglt.

BY SUPERB PLAY

By 7rank Anderson
One of Clemson's most proba
ble all-staters this year is in the
person of forward Tommy McCullough. Tommy, a senior this
year, has been outstanding on
the Tiger hardwcr^ throughout
his four years of playing for this
institution.
Tommy started his basketball
career as a freshman in high
school and led his teammates' to
the North Carolina crown during
his jupipr and senior years at
Hendersonville. Playing alongside Clemson center * John McGraw during his last two years
in high school, Tommy was chosen as the most valuable player in
the. Blue Ridge Conference during his last year.
As a freshman in college, playing alongside' of Marvin Robinson and John McGraw, he was
an outstanding player on one of
the greatest frosh teams -ever
produced at this college in the
foothill's.

LI
HERE APRIL 6IH

The Tiger golf team will open
its 1953 link season on April 6
when they engage the Wildcats
from Davidson College in
a
match to be held on the Boscobel
course.
After the opener, the Bengals will
play three
more
matches here before journeying to
Spartanburg for
a
match with the Wofford Terriers.
The team will play the following teams twice: Davidson,
Wofford, University of South
Carolina, Furman, The | Citadel,
and Presbyterian.

As a sophomore, Tom was a
sure bet to aid
McFadden's
varsity. He panned out as expected and showed up well
enough to earn a letter his
first year on the varsity.

BASKETEERS HEADED FOR THEIR LAST ROUNDUP
The Clemson Tiger basketball team is rapidly closing
the curtain on their present schedule as they have only
four more games left on the slate. Their season has not
fared as well as in seasons past as they now hold a record
of 6 wins against 8 losses. In Conference play, the Tigers
have a 4-6 standing with all four games remaining on the
schedule Conference tussels.
This week-end they will travel to North Carolina
to meet the Davidson Wildcats in the Friday night battle and Saturday they will move on up to do battle
with the strong Wake Forest Deacons who routed the
Tigs in their first meeting.
They will play their final home game February 23
when they entertain Davidson College in a return engagement. February 27 will bring to a close the basketball season for the Bengals when they go to Greenville to
meet the Furman Paladins in a game which should pack
every basketball enthusiast in Upper South Carolina.
/
SPRING SPORTS GETTING UNDERWAY
As the weather begins to change, so does the world of
sports. Baseball, track, tennis, and golf all begin their
initial work-outs .this week, and football is scheduled to
get under way next Monday.
The baseball team, under the coaching of Bob Smith
and Lou Brissie, major league pitcher with the Cleveland
Indians, are preparing for their first game March 23 with
The Citadel here on the Clemson diamond. This season's
squad should be greatly improved over last season's as they
have 12 lettermen returning along with a host of prospective players.
Coach "Rock" Norman issued his initial call to his
track hopefuls last Tuesday to begin their workouts.
Their first meet is scheduled for April 1 but Coach
Norman has stressed the fact that any students desiring
to come out for the track team to see him at their earliest convenience to make preparations to secure their
workout togs and begin to get in shape.
Bud Coleman from Greenwood, S. C, has been elected
to captain the 1953 edition of the Tiger tennis team replacing Clare Draper, last season's captain. Coach Hoke Sloan
stated that the tennis ladder and schedule for this season
will be released in next week's Tiger. He added that the
■^TsethTeto suffered a heavy loss by graduation as they lost the
services of'five of their top players in Bill Asnip, Clare
Draper, Glenfy Smith, Sam Watson, and Paul Langford.
Coach Franik Howard and his coaching staff have been
hard at work in preparing new T-formation plays and making plans of switching over from the single wing attack.
.The Tiger coaches have just 20 days instead of a 30 day period to set up the new plan of attack and to teach the fundamentals of the new formation to the squad. His basic
aim in the spring practice session is to find a suitable Tformation quarterback to direct shis new plan of attack.
Don King and Pooley Hubert are heading the list of
top candidates for the field general next season, but it is
very possible that a new freshmah may be brought in to
tajte over the reigns.

GEORGIA, FURMAN BACK ON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
It has been announced that the Clemson Tigers will renew their football relationship with the\ University of Georgia in 1954 after an absence of 6 years meeting between the
two teams. Another team to reappear o\n the Tiger's '54
schedule for a two-year period is the Furrhan Purple 'Hurricanes.
\

When Tommy trotted out on
the floor for the initial workout
of his junior year, he was packed
with determination to secure a
starting berth on the 1951-1952
version of the Clemson College
basketball team.
This feat he
accomplished with ease, rounding
out into one of the most consistent players on the squad. During
his junior year Tommy pulled
down 254 rebounds, established a
good 10.2 point advantage, and
was one of the big reasons that
the Tiger team was invited to
participate in the Southern Conference playoffs in Raleigh.
Tommy came back to Clem- son his senior year, a veteran
of the hardwood.
In
some
cases this would make a player slow down and not try as
hard, but not so in Tommy's
case.
Instead
of
slumping,
his aggressiveness improved as
he was an incentive to make
the whole team hustle. So far
this season the
Tigers have
won six out of fourteen games.
Although this is not the greatest record In the world, Tommy
has improved in all depart-

<f

FOUND

JUST ARRIVED

HOKE SLOAN'S

HERE IT IS!

ments.
Up until this point ,in the season, Tommy has pulled down 150
pue. aSeaaAB i/oi B JOJ spunoqai
has piled up 166 points for a 11.9
average.
Tommy has
showed
his ambition to play in the past
few games for being high SL„._.'
on a icouple of occasions while
limping around on a sprained ankle. At the rate Tommy is going
now he should be able to add
more and more to his expanding
record.
Tommy is valuable under the
basket layups and tipins will be
greatly missed by the fans' next
year, but the name "of ■ Tommy
McCullough will go down as one
of the finest basketballers ever
to attend Clemson College.

Dr. Georganna
McDaniel
Chiropractic Health Service
109 Hillcrest Extension
PHONE 6904
Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
Tuesday and Friday Nights
Until 8
Mornings by Appointment
Closed All Day Thursday

U-KAN

PHILIP MORRIS
KINKGE
-the only leading King-Size cigarette made an exclusively
different way to avoid the main cause of irritation I
NOW ! PHILIP MORRIS is available in the
new KING-SIZE for longer smoking enjoyment.
Remember, you'll feel better when you change
to PHILIP MORRIS. In case after case, coughs
due to smoking disappear . . . parched throat clears
up . . . that stale, "smoked-out" feeling vanishes!
So take your choice, but make your choice
PHILIP MORRIS-America's Most Enjoyable Cigarette!

—FOR—
SKIN IRRITATIONS
ATHLETE'S FOOT, RINGWORM, DRY ECZEMA, TETTER,
DOLLAR ($1.00) TO THE U-KAN CO., ANDRESON, S. C, AND

KING-SIZE or REGULAR

V0ULL FEEL BETTER

SIMILAR PKIN IRRITATIONS,

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

smoking PHILIP MORRIS

ON SALE AT LEADING DRUG STORES

—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

The linksters will close their
1953 season with a match
against Presbyterian College on
May 5. After the regular season is over, the Tigers will
journey
to Spartanburg to
play in the State Tourney on
May 12, 13, and 14.
The 1953 schedule is:
APRIL—
6—Davidson, here
15—Wofford, here
17—South Carolina, here
20—Furman, here
21—Wofford, Spartanburg
24—Citadel, here
25—Davidson, Davidson
27—Furman, Greenville
FOUND—Overcoat and two pair
30—Presbyterian, Clinton
of glqves in Field House after
MAY—
registration, Owner may re1—South Carolina, Columbia
they wound up their trip with counter started off as though it
deem these articles in IBM
2—Citadel, Charleston
a 1,000 percentage. Saturday was going to be a low scoring
room.
5—Presbyterian, here
night they played the Citadel, contest but in the third quarter
only to lower the Bulldogs to it developed into a fairly exciting ball game with the boys from
the tune of 64-68.
Tigertown thrilling the few specAfter a week, of hard practice
tators with a razzle-dazzle type
Jantzen Swim Trunks . . . Jantzen T-Shirts . . . New Spring Line
the Bengals wound up their seof Shoes . . . Tennis Equipment ... Arrow White French Cuff
of
play.
ries with The Citadel in the
Shirts.
On
Saturday
night,
January
Clemson College Field House by
downing* the Dogs for the second 31, the Bengals played host to
(Continued on page 7)
.straight time, 79-50. This en-

Tigers Compile 3 - 2 Record
Since the last issue of the Tiger, February 15, The Tiger basketeers improved their record by
winning three contests while going down in defeat only twice.
Up until the fifteenth of last
month the Bengals had posted a
three wins
against six losses.
Adding these three recent wins to
their total it brings the hardwood men up to a little better
record of six winse against eight
losses.
The. Tigers hit the road Friday
the sixteenth and journeyed to
Columbia where they were successful in a victory over the
listless South Carolina
Gamecocks. The Bengals, scoring a
74-63 win over the Birds, looked
great all the way with the entire
team looking exceptionally sharp.
From Columbia
the
Tigs
went on to Charleston wh^re

SOUTH CAROLINA
IF YOUR DRUGGIST CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, SEND ONE

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

I

DOLLAR (S1.00) TO THIE U-KAN CO., ANDERSON, S. C. AND
WE WILL FORWARD A THREE-OUNCE BOTTLE POSTAGE
PAID.

This will be the first meeting <
this yeaf between the Tigers and
the Davidson Wildcats.
Clemson will enter this game with a
Conference record of four wins
and six losses, and an over-all
record of six wins and eight
losses. The ' Wildcats have a >
Conference record of two wins,
and nine losses, and their total
.record is three wins and ten
losses. The Tigers defeated the
Wildcats twice last year.
The game with Wake Forest,
on Saturday should really be ,
a thriller. The Tigermen are
going to try and get revenge
for their earlier 93-66 loss to
the Demon Deacons. The Deacons have a Conference record '
of eight wins and two losses.
They have won a total of fourteen games while losing only
five.
Davidson's leading point-maker
.is Joe Dudley. Wake Forest is
paced by high-scoring Dickie (
Hemric. The Tigers will be out
to hold these sharp-shooters to
a minimum number of points.
Probable starters for the Tigers will be McCullough and Robinson^ in the forward slots, McGraw at center, with Murray and
Moorer as guards. This starting
quintet will be ably assisted by
Gage, Ryan,' Hicks and Wells.
After completing this road trip, \
the Tigermen will return for
their final two games of the 1953
season. They will engage Davidson here on February 23, and
will end their season with Fur-/
man on February 27. The Furman gave will be played at Textile Hall in Greenville.

GALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS

KING SIZE or RE6ULAR
you cannot buy
any other cigarette
of equal quality!
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Baseball Underway With Host Of Bright Prospects
Tigers Open Season With
The Citadel On March 23
The Clemson baseball hopefuls took the practice field
last Monday afternoon for the initial workout of the season. The Bengals are going to have to work hard to get
in shape for their March 23-24 visit from The Citadel Bulldogs.
A new face will be soon among
the baseball coaches. Lou Brissie, pitcher for the Cleveland
Indians, will be helping Coach
Bob Smith with the pitchers and
catchers until he has to report
for spring training.
Coach Smith has a little more
material to work with this year
with 12 lettermen returning as
compared with only a few monogram wearers last year.
The most promising of the
hopefuls are the returning lettermen along with a host of prospectful sophomores as well as a
few outstanding prep stars.

Tankmen Lose To Coach "Rock"
Woolen Leads Bears
The University
Norman Issues
To 101-89 Victory
Of Florida, 46-38 Call for Trackmen

v*

The University of t Florida
swimming team defeated the
Clemson Tankmen by the score
of 46-38 in a dual swimming
meet held at Clemson on January 7, 1953.
Hungerfora was the
high
scorer for the visiting Floridians
with a total of 10 points. The
Tigers were led by Sandy Bee,
Who scored 13 points.
The Florida tankmen placed
first in eight of the ten events
tut the Tigers captured many
seconds and thirds to add to
their point total.
Summary:
300 Medley Relay—(3'19.5")
riorida, Dees, Robinson, Hacker.
220 Freestyle—(2' 27.2") Childs
(F); Kirsh, (C); Dwight, (C).
60 Dash—(32.2") Bee, (C);
Danner (F3; Blake (F).
120 Medley—(1'23.9") Hungerford, (F); Platt, (C); Martin (F).
Diving—Martin (F); Kirkpatrick (C); Barland (F).
100 Freestyle — (58.4") Moss,
(F); Bee, (C); Dwight, (C).
200
Backstroke — (2,'36.3")
Duganne, (F); Darnell, (C);
Murphy, (C).
200 Breaststroke — (2'44.4")
Palmer, (F); Langston, (C);
Summers, (C).
440 Freestyle — (6'1.4") Hungerford, (F); Platt, (C); Henckle,
(C).
400 Relay — (4'10") Clemson,
Bee, Thornhill, Dwight, Kirsch.

Coach "Rock" Norman has announced the Tiger track schedule
for the 1953 season. It includes
meets with Roanoke, the University of Georgia, Davidson, Presbyterian, and the University of
South Carolina. Three of the
meets will be held here and two
will be held away.
The first meet will be held
here on April 1, when the Tigers encounter the cindermen
from Roanoke College.
After completing their regular
schedule, the Tigermen will participate in the State Meet, to be
held in Clinton on May 8 and 9,
and the Conference Meet, to be
held May 12, 13, and 14.
The
place for the Conference Meet
will be determined later.
The 1953 track schedule:
APRIL
1—Roanoke College, here
11—University of Georgia, here
here
15—Davidson, here.
25—Presbyterian, Clinton
May 2—University of South
Carolina, Columbia
May 8 and 9—State Meet,
Clinton
May 15 and 16—Conference
Meet. (Pla.ce to be determined).

FIRST FIGURES
(Continued from page 5)
ses.

Over Sluggish Tigs

Earl "Wooten, tlie Pelzer flash
arrived in time to play the entire second half and to spark his
Pelzer Bears to a 101-89 victory
over Clemson Monday night.
Wooten who was delayed at Anderson MeVnorial Hospital because
of the illness of his wife dumped
in 24 points in the second half
alone to take scoring honors for
the night.
The Clemson Tigers started
off sluggishly and just couldn't
seem to get started in a contest
with the Pelzer Bears last Monday" night. The Bengals had already been defeated once by the
Dixie League leaders earlier in
the season and went to Williamston with the idea to avenge
their early season loss. As in the
former game the Tigers out
fouled the textile team by a tremendous number by committing
35 personels against only 12 for
the hosts.
Leading the boys from Tigertown in their futile attempt was
North Carolinian Tommy McCullough with 14 points. Right bePICTURES AT

i run

CLEMSON T
"ON THE CAMPUS"

Heading the list of returnees
of the pitching department is
Billy O'Dell, a sophomore, who
made a name for himself last
year with his brilliant record
of striking out 22 batsmen in
one contest as well as pulling
through on most other occasions when he was called upon
to pitch. Another letterman
pitcher who will boost the
tea - this year is Robbie Sayhind McCullough in the scoring
department for the Tigers was
John McGraw and Marvin Robinson with 12 points each.
Pelzer (101)—Wooten 24, Browning 16, Hill 21, Heddon 13, Whaley
22, Harris 3, Olive 2.
Clemson (89) — Robinson 12,
Gage 3, McCullough 14, Ryan 6,
Hicks 6, McGraw 12, Revel 2,
Moorer 11, Yarborough 11, Murray 6, Wells 6.

lors of Ninety Six.
Other returning lettermen include infielders Joe Murray, Roy
Coker and Wyman Morris; outfielders Doug Kingsmore and Roger Gaines; catchers Nolton Hildebrande and Mac McLaurin;
and pitchets J. C. Hicks, Ben
Crosland, and Charlie Hall. All
of these boys showed up well last
year and should go a long way in
giving the Bengals a successful
season on the diamond.
Along with these boys are
other returnees who didn't letter
last year. Pitchers Bruce Thompson and Farell Owings and infielder Bob Harrison should jump
up into the Tiger limelight for
their sterling play.
The freshmen will also be
making their contributions to
the Tiger squad. Catcher Bobby Morris, outfielder Bill Barnett, infielders Don King, Dick
Hussey, and Bill Yarbourgh and
pitchers Niel Bates and H. D.
Free, who all made a name for
themselves in South Carolina
prep ball will be out to improve the team.
Although the Tigers lost AllSouthern Knobby Knobel, outfielder, Roby Crouch and Jim
Evans, infielders and pitcher
Roger Baker, they should have a
pretty fair chance this year with
bright prospects who are turning
out.
The Bengals, who are known
to be a power in Southern Conference baseball has a schedule

packed with Conference powers. Clemson. ■
May 8—South Carolina at CoApril 18 — Wake Forest at lumbia.
The tentative schedule for 1953
Clemson.
is as follows:
May 9—South Carolina at CoMarch 23—The Citadel at
April 22—Furman at Green- lumbia.
Clemson.
ville.
March 24 — The Citadel at
April 25—Furman at Clemson.
Son: "Daddy, what are ancesClemson.
May 1—The Citadel at Orange- tors?"
March 26—Duke at Clemson. burg.
Daddy: "I'm one of your ancesApril 3—North Carolina at
May 2—The Citadel at Charles- tors and so is grandpa."
Chapel Hill.
ton.
Son: "Then why do people brag
April 4—North Carolina State
May 4—Furnran at Clemson.
about them?"
at Raleigh.
April 6—Davidson at Davidson.
April 8—Furman at Greenville.
April 10—Davidson at Clemson.
April 13—South Carolina at
Clemson.
ANDERSON, S. C.
April 14—South Carolina at

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

ANDERSON S.C.
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF

A Full-Time Clemson Bureau
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

FEBRUARY 13 - 14

NOTEBOOKS-FOUNTAIN PENS

Bob Smith shape his squad for the rapidly-approaching baseball season. The Tigers open
their schedule at Clemson March 23 with The
Citadel. (Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Me AttWrson Infrepaifomf

'THE BLAZING FOREST'

Five SEC teams played in
' Starring
bowl games this year to bring
John Payne, Agnes Moorehead
the conference's total earnings up to $143,125, one-fourth
ALSO FEBRUARY 13
TIGERS COMPILE
of the receipts of its five
'THE
CRIMSON PIRATE'
(Continued from page 6)
games which amounted to
Starring
the cream of the Southern
$572,500.
Burt Lancaster, Eva Bartok
Conference, the University of
The major provider of howl
FEBRUARY 14 .
North Carolina. The Tarheels, teams for years, the SEC hit an
Morning and Late Show
sporting; a fine 14-3 record all time high this year with Geor'PAGAN LOVE SONG'
came down to Tigertown with gia Tech and Mississippi in the
Starring Esther Williams
the idea that they would bowl Sugar Bowl at New Orleans, Tenover the poor little boys from nessee in the Cotton Bowl at
FEBRUARY 16 - 17
the Red Hills of South Caro- Dallas, Alabama in the Orange
'BABES IN BAGDAD*
lina. Clemson changed Caro- Bowl at Miami and Florida in
Starring
lina's outlook on the situation the Gator Bowl at JacksonPaulette Goddard,
by leading part way through ville.
Gypsy Rose Lee
the first half and by playing a
Tennessee contributed $35,000
'
In Technicolor
superb brand of ball. The Tig- of its earnings from the Cotton
FEBRUARY
17 - 18
ers slowed down somewhat in Bowl to the SEC. The game
'UNTAMED WOMEN'
the second half but not enough grossed approximately $320,000,
Starring
to give the North Carolinians after 15 per cent for stadium renMikel Conrad, Doris Merrick
any hope for an easy victory. tal, and gained an additional
Up until the final few minutes $90,000 from TV and radio reREBRUARY 18 - 19
.of the fracas the Tigs stayed ceipts. The Orange Bowl gross'CARSON CITY'
close behind the Tarheels, nip- ed around $360,000, plus $62,000
Starring
ping at their heels all the way, from EV and radio.
Randolph Scott, Lucille Norman
Alabama contributed $25,625 to
when suddenly the University
boys broke loose on a wild the conference from its share of Other pictures coming include
"THE QUIET MAN," "THE
scoring spree, piling up eleven $102,500. Florida collected $50,GREAT CARUSO", "THIEF
points to win over the fighting 000 for playing in the Gator
OF
VENICE;" "AFRICAN
Bowl, and retained $37,000 of
Tigers by a score of 91^80.
QUEEN,' '"THE STARS ARE
this after paying off the conferSINGING."
After resting a day the Tigers ence.
again played the role of host as
they entertained the South Carolina Gamecocks on Monday
night. Earlier in the season the
BE SURE TO SEE US FOR
Tigers overpowered the Chickens
in Columbia. The Bengal seemed to be a little sluggish after
their hardfought game with tne
Tarheels the previous Saturday
night and didn't look too good,
although they did lead the Birds
through part of the game. As the
Intitials free on all fountain pens and pencils
final whistle blew, Clemson
turned up on the short end of
the score, 71-67.

Lou Brissie, right, Cleveland Indian lefthander,
gives a few pointers to Clemson's top two southpaws, Billy O'Dell, center, and Robbie Saylors.
The veteran major leagues is helping Coach

Miss Dorothy Cable
VERSATILE WRITER-PHOTOGRAPHER, (PHONE 5186 CLEMSON)
Day-by-day, Miss Cable's coverage of the news of CLEMSON, provides
that fine community with a "daily newspaper of its own", plus the news
and pictures of the world that are a part of the Anderson Independent.
You'll enjoy the Independent - - Subscribe today! Phone 2000 at Anderson, or mail this coupon and the paper will start pronto!

THE INDEPENDENT,
Anderson, S. C.
Start The Independent to:
Name

„

„

Town

-—

State.

Street and No.

PAPER-DRAWING MATERIALS
♦ WE NOW HAVE THE NEW

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

DRAKE'S
Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

REVISED STANDARD VERSION
> of the BIBLE for sale.
BUY BOOKS NOW!

Clemson Book
Store
CLEMSON, S. C.

F R E EReprints of Dr. Norman Vincent Pea le's $2.95 Best-seller, THE POWER
OF POSITIVE THINKING are available to all who ask for this inspirational work. Write for your copy, or call at Circulation Dept., The Independent, in Anderson, for your copy and copies for your club or Sunday
School Class.
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Fletcher AndjFELLOWSHIPS
Green Take
Tiger Posts

College Library Has Had
Many Purposes In History

Two vacancies on The Tiger
senior staff have been filled and
five staff writers have been added.
Tommy Green, horticulture junior of Sumter, has been named
news editor, succeeding Bobby
Mixon, arts and sciences junior of
Clemson.
Johnny Fletcher, industrial education sophomore of Raleigh, N.
C, succeeds Sam Karrell, who
graduated in animal husbandry
February 1, as circulation manager.
New staff members are Joe McCown, textile engineering freshman of Arlington, Va.; Charles
Sanders, arts and sciences freshman of Ninety Six; Bob Wheeler,
mechanical engineering freshman
of Charleston; John David Fatrick,
agricultural
engineering
sophomore of Clemson; and Johnny Jefferies, architecture freshman of Charleston.
Anyone interested in working on
The Tiger should come to the office, located next to the student
parking lot, any Monday or Tuesday night.

By Emory Washington
of natural history. On display in
Everyone knows the College Li- large glass cases were geological,
brary as it is today. The main entomological, and botanical colreading room has consumed maiy lections.
hours of students' time in study
Elsewhere in the building
and report writing. The Browsing were class rooms and laboratoRoom provides a place for pleas- ries for the various departments
ant- relaxation and access to cur- of agriculture, the department of
rent newspapers and periodicals. geology and minerology, and ofAt a recent meeting of the South
Dodd, Mead and Company,
In the Music Room is as fine a fices of the Experiment Station
Carolina Federated Cooperative Literary Publishers, are offering a
Collection of phonograph records officials. The department of
Breeding Association held at six hundred dollar fellowship to
as to be* found anywhere. Within veterinary science had a large
Clemson, all the officials were re- undergraduates of American and
the stacks are technical books, concrete floored room in one
elected. They are: W. E. Allison Canadian colleges and universireferences, and novels of fiction w ing with elevated seats which
of Columbia, president; James A. ties. This Fellowship is offered to
and facts for everyone's choice and were so arranged that the largest
Shirley of Anderson, vice-presi- encourage students who wish to
taste. The balcony above the domestic animal could at anydent; R. D. Steer of Greenwood, become professional authors, and
main reading room provides space time be used before the classes
secretary-treasurer.
also to give students an opportunfor a small museum with Indian for the demonstration purposes.
Named to the Bull Selection
relics, collections of almost every
As the years progressed, there Committee were: W. E. Allison, J. ity to take advantage of the faculty advice and instruction while
description, souvenirs from both were minor changes made to meet
A. Shirley, Ward Creim and W. A. planning and writing a novel.
world wars, and items of histori- changing conditions, but for the
Brown. They will work, respecCandidates for the fellowship
cal interest. Even in the basement most there were no substantial tively, with Guernsey, Holstein,
are complete facilities for broad- differences in the overall layout Jersey, and Brown Swiss breeds. must be regularly enrolled students of at least two years standcasting radio programs.
until the rebuilding following the
The group discussed the new ing, and must not have any preAll of this is well known and April 2. 1925 fire. The comple*.■ mo>7 e T
TI ii ii
J requirements set up by the Pure- vious professional experience.
taken for granted, but how many tion
„ ■
,-, ttl„ Association.
A^„„;„*;„„
,
' in 1937 of Long
, .",,Hall„ allowed'
,
, J bred. Dairy
Cattle
the removal of the School of , . ,
«;_-«
, J„
know the place played by the Li- for
The Fellowship will be grant. . ..
_ ..
.,
, I which represents the five major
Following the de-;
,
ed to the writer of the best
brary Building>in the early his- Agriculture.
parture of the agricultural depart-1
tory of Clemson College.
novel, or part of a novel, subMethods of registering calves mitted. The novels will be
. Here it is 1953, fifty years ments there were more changes. A
since the Clemson College Board balcony over the main readingj produced artifically were also ex- judged upon a competitive basis
of Trustees first began serious room and more space for students plained.
by the editors of Dodd, Mead
planning of a new agricultural was added. Stocks and the numand Company.
building which would place ber of books were also increased.
All entries must be submitted to
Throughout these fifty years the
Clemson among the leading agthe publishers at 432 Fourth Avericultural institutions of the na- colonial style exterior of the Linue, New York 16, on or before
tion. Few Clemson students of brary Building has remained unApril 15. For further information
today would recognize the pres- changed. Today it is under the
contact Professor John D. Lane.
ent College Library were they supervision of an excellent and
"Applicants for Aviation Caable to step back these past fifty effecient staff and is among the det from civilian life are still rehas apparently confused many
South's finest libraries.
years.
quired to have completed a min- students desiring cadet training.
Only
time
can
reveal
what
the
Then the newly constructed adimum of 60 semester hours or 90
dition to the educational plant next fifty years will reveal to quarter hours", according to 1st
Russia wants neither war nor
presented an impressive picture to Clemson and the South through Lt. Norman L. Bellury, aviation peace—she wants chaos.
the entering visitor from either this library. However, it should
cadet project officers for South
east or west. The Agricultural not be difficult to predict that it
Carolina.
Hall, as it was then known, was will give many more years of
Confusion
exists
in
the
actually a general purpose build- faithful service until it is finally
minds of some college students
retired
by
the
ever
striving
foring.
relative to these mental reThe corner stone was laid in ces of progress.
quirements.
early 1904, and by September.
The former practice of taking
SAIL AHEAD
1904, the red side—cut brick builda mental examination in lieu of
ing with doric columns and trim- Live for something, have a purpose
And that purpose keep in view; the college credits has been dismings of oolitic limestone was
continued and college experience
completed. In spite of the early Drifting like a helmless vessel,
Thou canst ne'er to life be true, as stated above is required of all
date the building was equipped Half the wrecks that strew j^,
applicants desiring cadet trainwith electric lights, water and
ocean,
ing.
sewer connections; and steam heat.
If some star had been their
The requirements have been
During the 1904-1905 school
guide,
lowered for personnel presently
term the gymnasium which occu- Might have now been riding
serving in the Air Force and they
safely,
pied the present day Browsing
may apply with only a high
But they drifted with the tide.
Room was equipped with horizon—Whitaker school education. This provision
tal bar, parallel bar, spring board,
traveling wings, flying wings,
climbing rope, horse, low parallels, I
floor mats and take-off board. A:
member of the faculty was avail108 North Main Street
able to superintend the work:
COMPLETE
OUTFITTERS TO MEN
and direct the exercise.
YOUNG
MEN
AND STUDENTS
Directly over the gymnasium!
was a forty by sixty foot room
South Carolina
Greenville
With gallery in use as a museum!

Association Elects Literary Publishers
S. C. Breeding
Offer Fellowship To
Officers For the Year Encourage Writing

Applicants For Cadet
Training Call For
60 Semester Hours

STONE BROTHERS

Clemson seniors majoring in
chemistry, physics or engineering
are eligible for Atomic Energy
Commission-sponsored
graduate
fellowships in radiological physics for the 1953-54 school year.
Radiological physics is a new
and expanding field of science. It
is concerned with health physics,
radiation monitoring and control,
radioisotope
measurements and
similar activities associated with
the use of radioisotopes or the
release of nuclear energy.
Up to 75 fellowships may be
awarded, with
fully-accredited
graduate study to be carried out
in three locations. One program
is operated by the University of
Rochester and Brookhaven National Laboratory, another by the
University of Washington
and
the Hanford Works of the AEG
and the thihd by Vanderbilt University and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Daniel Construction Company, Greenville, is
picture shows the full basement which the
IN EACH CASE, nine months
making rapid progress on Clemson's new halfbuilding will house. Preparations for pouring
million dollar ceramic building, to be called
of course work at the university
the foundation are almost complete. (Staff
Olin Hall, as a tribute to Olin Foundation,
is followed by three months of
photo by Jack Trimmier.)
which
gave
the
money
for
the
building.
This
additional study and field training at the cooperating AEC inIf you can remember when all
The printing press has no legs
Don't guess about your rights
stallation.
The program is accrediated for graduate-level train- but it has carried civilization al- the best people had a horse and under the social security law—
ing leading toward an advanced most all the way from darkness to carriage, it*»- time to stop count- if in doubt—find out—at your lolight.
ing your birthdays.
cal security office.
degree.
Basic stipends for fellows is
SI600 per year, with an allowance of $350 if married and $350
for each dependent child. University tuition and required fees
will be paid by the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, which
administers the program for the
47c Palmolive Brushless
AEC.

• DRUG SPECIALS -

Additional information on the
program may be obtained from
science department heads or direct from the Institute at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.

THE SHAME
OF OUR
COLLEGES
Are we a nation of uneducated
people with college degrees?
Do less than half of our students in college actually belong
there? Why is today's campus
the target of Communist propaganda— a hotbed of sports
scandal—a marriage mart for
enterprising females? Don't
miss Louis Bromfield's shocking
expose, "The Shame of Our
Colleges,"—
in March

£&qufce
on the netcsttandt today

FITCH SHAMPOO

29c size, special sale

2 «or 29c

ASPIRIN
Save 25% on the
fastest-aeting
aspirin money can
buy. Stock up for
the whole family.
200 5-grain tablets

LARGE SIZE

.2 for 59c

Reg. 87* a

CREAM
and 29c Palmolive Shaving

LOTION
BOTH FOR 47c
TUSSY. WIND & WEATHER

LOTION

HALO SHAMPOO

$1.00 Size

60c Size

50C

2 *or 69c

(PLUS TAX)

L. C. Martin Drug Co.

Chest**610

GLENN MILLER'S
—"ORIGINAL"—

MOONLIGHT SERENADE
FEATURING

MARION HUTTON
AND

RAY EBERLE
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7 P.M.
OVER STATION

WMRC
A M 1440
F M 94.9
PRESENTED BY
"CLOTHIERS FOR MEN AND BOYS"
207 N. MAIN
Greenville, S. C.

NOW... 10 Months Scientific Evidence
m
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is making regular bimonthly examinations of a group of people
from various walks of life 45 percent of this
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average
of over ten years.
After ten months, the medical specialist reports
that he observed...
MEDICAL SPECIALIST

no adverse effects on the nose, throat and
sinuses of the group from smoking Chesterfield.

MUCH MILDER

CHESTERFIELD
IS BEST FOR YOU
CopjngKt 1923.
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